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1971

CULTURE & COMICS
1971 was some year. If I was just to talk about musical achievements it would
take a whole book. In fact it does: David Hepworth has devoted a whole book to what
he calls, “Rock’s Greatest Year”. Paul McCartney had begun the legal winding up of The
Beatles on New Year’s Eve 1970, but what followed was an amazing year for music. All this
time later, it is hard to avoid...

L

ed Zeppelin’s Stairway to
Heaven, Bowie’s Hunky Dory,
Marvin Gaye’s What’s Going
On, and the magnificent album by Joni
Mitchell - Blue. Then there was Carole
King with You’ve Got a Friend and It’s
Too Late, Cher’s delightful ballad of
Gypsies, Tramps & Thieves, Rod
Stewart’s Maggie May, and even Dawn’s
Knock Three Times.

Clockwork Orange.

George Harrison may have left the
Beatles, but was not resting on his
laurels. With Ravi Shankar (Norah Jones’
dad) he staged one of the first rock
concerts for charity: The Concert for
Bangladesh. Ringo Starr was there, as
were Eric Clapton and Bob Dylan. Some
songs and albums are overnight
sensations and are never heard of again;
all this music is still on sale.

“In 1971, Edition Publicness edited my
first album, a reprint of episodes of Corto
Maltese which had appeared in Pif…
Following that, in 1971… there was a
holiday in Ireland.” (Pratt speaking in Le
désir d’etre inutile, a book of interviews
published in 1991.)

And then there’s the music from Shaft
by Isaac Hayes. It won two Grammys:
Best Original Score and Best
Instrumental. The film is often snobbishly
looked down on as part of the
“Blaxploitation” craze, but it is much
better than that and has spawned many
sequels. Other films were equally violent
and gritty: The French Connection, Dirty
Harry, and (withdrawn at Kubrick’s
request from British cinemas) A

Meanwhile, in the world of European
comics…
“... you are in the hands of that rarest,
most valuable sort of talent in any field,
an authority on times and places beyond
your own… one of the true masters of
comic art.” That was the assessment of
Frank Miller in 1986 of the great Hugo
Pratt.

The character of Corto had first
appeared in 1967 in The Ballad of the
Salty Sea. Here you could already begin
to see Pratt’s influences - Rimbaud,
Robert Louis Stevenson, Jack London,
and WB Yeats - but in 1971, the Corto
stories began to climb to new heights
with Banana Congo. The first of these
stories to appear in English was The
Lagoon of Beautiful Dreams in a very
large format (32cm x 42cm) with colours
by Pratt himself but also, sadly with some
of the worst lettering since Little Nemo.
Corto himself has almost a walk on part

in only 6 out of the 20 pages, like the
Spirit in some of his best tales. Pratt’s
artwork starts to have cleaner lines than
in his period with Fleetway. Word
balloons appear to be coming from guns.
Some panels are just sound effects. Many
panels are silent.
The last story in this sequence - The
Angel at the Window of the Orient which involves a map of El Dorado drawn
on the skin of a murdered monk - begins
the tales known in English as The Celts,
Pratt’s most reprinted book in English.
That holiday in Ireland did not go to
waste.
On the other side of the Atlantic, DC
was having a bit of a renaissance under its
new publisher, Carmine Infantino.
Kryptonite had first appeared in the
radio series The Adventures of Superman
in 1943, but Denny O’Neill and Curt
Swan took it upon themselves to get rid
of it in Superman #233.
Meanwhile, Infantino’s friend Jack
Kirby was really getting his creative
juices going. The dreadful “cosmic
hippies”, The Forever People are best
forgotten, but they were followed by one
of Jack’s best, The New Gods. Mister
Miracle gets off to a great start with the
title character (spoiler) being killed in
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CULTURE

the first issue. But he is soon replaced by
a guy from New Genesis.
New magazines with no DC logo and
no Comics Code stamp, published as
from Hampshire Distributors, Ltd., were
other bold experiments by Jack Kirby.
Spirit World was an updating of Kirby’s
Black Magic, but In the Days of the Mob
really deserved to succeed - you could
tell by the high quality of artwork that
Kirby was really into this one. Sadly, each
mag lasted only one issue. They deserved
better; some stories which Kirby had
already completed appeared later in
other comics and books.
The Dark Mansion of Forbidden Love
and The Sinister House of Secret Love
proved that DC’s editorial department
had bought a thesaurus. These magazines
attempted to attract a new audience into
the standard comic format. The extra
long stories could have succeeded, but
too few people bought them.
The Comics Code now allowed
monsters and the undead. Weird War
Tales was a strange amalgum of genres,
but had some great stories and artwork
over 124 issues.
Denny O’Neill and Neil Adams were
having a great time on Green Lantern
Green Arrow. In #s 85/86 the story was
based on the cringeworthy pun of Speedy
becoming a drug addict. Of course Lee
and Kane had beated them to a drugs
story 4 months previously and without
the Code seal, but DC waited for a
change in the code.
And then there was House of Secrets
#92 and Swamp Thing by Len Wein and
Bernie Wrightson. Good in itself, it was
later to see the birth of a new imprint at
DC, Vertigo, but that’s a story for another
time.
Over at Marvel, Fantastic Four was
without one of its creators. Stan Lee and
John Buscema had to take the reins. The
Falcon joined Kirby’s other famous co-

COMICSCENE 1971
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Jim Morrison of the
Doors (who took
their name from the
writer/artist William
Blake and his doors
of perception) was
found dead in a Paris
bathtub and buried
in the cemetary of
Montmatre.
creation, Captain America in issue #134.
Now they are both in films and TV shows
- who would have thought?
While Robert E Howard’s Kull got his
own good looking title with artwork by
Mike Ploog, Conan joined Man-Thing in
Savage Tales, as Marvel got into the
magazine business.
Spider-Man reached issue #100 and the
following month, with the Code now
allowing horror, Morbius joined the
merry band of Spidey villains.
Red Wolf, Marvel’s Native American
character, got his own strip, but not his
own title in Marvel Spotlight #1. And
Marvel Feature #1 introduced us to The
Defenders. But the most important series
this year was the Kree-Skrull War in the
Avengers. Things could only get bigger!
Oh, and not to leave us without a parallel
universe to consider, Avengers #85 gave
us Squadron Supreme.
Avengers broke still more new ground
with issue #88. Maverick Hugo Award

winning author of short stories, acerbic
TV criticism, and one of the finest
episodes of Star Trek - yes, that’s Harlan
Ellison - had long been a Marvel fan. He
had an idea for a story which he thought
would fit the Marvel heroes and Roy
Thomas agreed. The story reached its
conclusion in Hulk #140.
Fans who insisted on sticking to either
Marvel or DC were going to miss out on
a lot of good stuff in 1971…
Lest you think that nothing was
happening in the “real” world:
Evel Knievel used his bike to jump 19
cars, but it would still take until 1974
until he got his own Marvel Comic. Ed
Sullivan’s show, which had introduced
The Beatles to American TV audiences,
came to an end. Joe Frazier defeated
Muhammed Ali (you just wonder how
Superman would have fared…). And
Charles Manson, to the surprise of
nobody, was found guilty.
Jim Morrison of the Doors (who took
their name from the writer/artist William
Blake and his doors of perception) was
found dead in a Paris bathtub and buried
in the cemetary of Pere Lachaise beside
Hector Berlioz, Edgar Degas, Alexandre
Dumas, Vaslav Nijinski, Francois
Truffaut, and other famous punters.
Intel’s first microprocessor, the 4004,
began the modern computer revolution.
But we were quite a few years away from
comics being produced on a computer.
Phones were still heavy and attached by
wires to a socket in the wall! How
primitive!
Lest you get the impression that with
all this activity in America and Europe,
nothing was happening in the UK, well,
that could not be further from the truth.
Only people of a certain age will
remember that the UK clung on for far
too many years to an old money system
which used pounds, shillings, and pence
and required a degree in mathematics to
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understand. The money system finally
caught up with the rest of the world by
going decimal on Monday 15th February
1971. But on the Saturday before that a
comic appeared which carried the price
of 5p for the very first time. This comic
was Countdown. Denis Hooper had been
art editor on the update of Eagle which
was TV21, based around the shows by
Gerry Anderson. Coundown went to a
modern, smaller size and continued to
give us Anderson characters in strips.
Added to this was Jon Pertwee’s very
earthbound Dr Who. But one strip stood
out for its striking art and colour and its
reference to another sci-fi source: 2001.
The artist was the great John Burns.
Also taking its inspiration from TV
was Look-In, “The Junior TV Times”,
published, unsurprisingly by ITV. Again,
it was indebted to TV21 in its beautiful
colour artwork. Alan Fennell who was
one of the brains behind TV21 was its
first editor. Whatever was currently
popular on ITV was the genre which got
a comic strip or article, so it was quite a
mixture. Anyone interested in what kids
were watching at this time will get all the
answers here. I confess I do not
remember a single plot in any of the
comic stories but when they - eventually
- feature artwork by Jim Baikie and John
Bolton, who cares? Just feast your eyes.
Look-In lasted for a whopping 23 years,
so it got some things right.
And then there’s Tammy. It outsold
most other comics, reaching a peak of
some 250,000 copies per week. What was
its secret? Well, Gerry Finley-Day was its
editor, it was put together by Pat Mills,
and some guy called John Wagner wrote
stories. With creators like that, you can
hardly go wrong. Pat Mills wanted “hard,
gutsy stories that don’t have to have a
happy ending”. Readers’ polls were very
much in favour, but that’s how we know
that the cruellest stories were often the
most popular. Oh, and one of the artists

was overturned.

And then along
came OZ in 1967.
The Establishment
seemed unaware of
these adult-oriented
publications until
the famous School
Kids issue of OZ
published in,
yep, 1971.
was Jim Baikie. Great stories, great
artwork. That’s all you need.
Of course, all of these were aimed at
younger readers, but some creators,
inspired by the Underground comix from
America, wanted to aim at an older
readership. International Times (IT, to
its fans) had been leading the way since
1966. Occasionally, there were reprints
therein of American material, including
stuff from Crumb and indeed Jim
Steranko. Did they have permission for
these reprints? No one seemed to care.

Cyclops was a short-lived adult comic
in 1970, but when it was cancelled, one
of its contributors, Edward Barker
teamed up with IT’s Paul Lewis and
Mick Farren to create Nasty Tales. This
was a combination of British creators and
American reprints and all was well until
issue #7! A Woman On A Mission put her
child up to purchasing a copy of Nasty
Tales from a newsagents. This resulted in
yet another trial. There was evidence
about the comics’ artistic worth from the
likes of Germaine Greer and George
Perry (of The Penguin Book of Comics,
2nd edition, you guessed it, 1971). John
Lennon, no doubt worried that I would
leave him out of this article when his
former bandmates were there, even
wrote a song, God Save Oz. Not one of
his best. Despite the main problem being
an admittedly outrageous strip by Robert
Crumb, there was a Not Guilty verdict.
That Nasty Woman had cost the British
taxpayer a pretty penny. Read the
excellent Trials of Nasty Tales comic for a
retelling of the trial with artwork by,
among others, Dave Gibbons. Whatever
became of him?
If David Hepworth had been a comics
fan as well as a music historian he may
well have called 1971 “Comics Greatest
Year”. He would not have been far wrong.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE

And then along came OZ in 1967. The
Establishment seemed unaware of these
adult-oriented publications until the
famous School Kids issue of OZ
published in, yep, 1971, landed the
publishers with a high profile obscenity
case - the longest of its kind in UK
history. In spite of being defended by the
famous John Mortimer, father of Emily,
creator of Rumpole of the Bailey, the
publishers got the jail until the verdict

THE HISTORY OF COMICS
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REVIEWS

1971 - TEN COMICS

10
Amazing Spider-Man #96-98
- And Now, The Goblin
Written by Stan Lee, pencils by Gil Kane, inks
by Tony Mortellaro, John Romita Sr, Frank
Giacoia, Tony Mortellaro, letters by Artie
Simek. Covers by Gil Kane, John Romita Sr,
Morrie Kuramot, Artie Simek, Frank Giacoia.
Publisher - Marvel Comics (USA)
Norm Osborn’s back as the Green
Goblin, but Spidey’s got bigger
problems as he discovers that his best
pal, Harry Osborn, is popping pills!
Oh yes, it might seem a little tame
now, but back in ’71, this was
something momentous - the very
first mainstream comic to feature a
drug addiction storyline. And not
just important for the storyline and
subject matter but also in being the
first comic to test the restrictions of
the Comics Code Authority (CCA),
something that had held back the US
comics industry since 1954. After the
initial idea for the story, suggested by
the US government, was rejected by
the CCA, Stan Lee just went ahead
and published anyway, without what
was seen as the essential CCA seal of
approval. A small start perhaps, but
this paved the way for the future
freedom of the US comics industry.

COMICSCENE 1971
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09
Batman #232 Daughter of the
Demon - First appearance of
Ra's Al Ghul
Written by Dennis O'Neil, cover and pencils
by Neal Adams, inks by Dick Giordano,
letters by John Costanza.
Publisher - DC Comics (USA)
Whilst also steering Green Lantern
to greatness, O'Neil and Adams were
busy doing great things this year on
both Batman and Detective Comics,
where they’d already introduced us
to Talia al Ghul in Detective Comics
#411 – a comic that commands a
record price of $7,100 in top
condition. But it was Batman #232,
two months later, where we were
introduced to one of Batman's most
iconic modern villians, Ra's Al Ghul.
And a CGC 9.8 copy of that one sold
in 2021 for $9,250.

08
Blackmark
Story and art by Gil Kane, script by
Archie Goodwin.
Publisher - Bantam Books (USA)
Another entry here for that everchanging title of the first graphic
novel, Blackmark pre-dates the likes
of Richard Corben's Bloodstar
(1976), Steranko’s Chandler: Red
Tide (1976), Don McGregor and Paul
Gulacy's Sabre (1978), and Will
Eisner's A Contract with God (1978).
The sci-fi/sword & sorcery mix of
Blackmark, with all that wonderful
Gil Kane artwork, had all the
essential elements of comics, the
sequential art, the word balloons, so
it’s definitely one to put there as the
first proper example of graphic
novels.

Oh yes, it might seem a little tame now,
but back in ’71, this was something
momentous...
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07
Green Lantern & Green Arrow
#85 & #86 - Snowbirds Don't Fly
& They Say It'll Kill Me... But
They Won't Say When
Written by Dennis O'Neil, art by Neal
Adams, colours by Cory Adams, letters by
John Costanza, cover by Neal Adams and
Jack Adler.
Publisher - DC Comics (USA)
Following the drugs storyline in
Amazing Spider-Man earlier in the
year, the Comics Code Authority
relaxed its rules just a little, allowing
drug addiction to be shown in code
approved books. All of which led to
one of the most iconic storylines of
the year, with the award-winning twopart story where Green Arrow
discovers that his teen sidekick,
Speedy, is hooked on heroin.
Not only hugely important in terms
of the message, but also iconic in that
it's part of the acclaimed 14-issue run
by O'Neil and Adams that re-defined
both characters, breaking barriers,
and making them socially relevant for
a new time.

06

05

Green Lantern #87 Beware My Power!

House of Secrets 92 First appearance of Swamp Thing

Written by Dennis O'Neil, pencils by Neal
Adams, inks by Dick Giordano,
colours by Cory Adams, letters by John Costanza, cover by Neal Adams and Jack Adler.
Publisher - DC Comics (USA)

Swamp Thing - written by Len Wein,
art by Bernie Wrightson, letters by
Ben Oda, cover by Bernie Wrightson
and Jack Adler. Publisher - DC Comics (USA)

And speaking of how this run of
O'Neil & Adams' Green Lantern redefined the title and break barriers…
after doing the iconic two-part drugs
storyline, they didn't rest on their
laurels in the slightest, with the very
next issue seeing the introduction of
DC Comics’ very first black
superhero, John Stewart's Green
Lantern. It was long past time, of
course, but it was still a really
important moment in the history of
comics, with representation and a
voice at last at DC.

It wasn’t even the lead off strip of
the five in DC's House of Secrets and
few knew just what Swamp Thing
would become at the time. But these
Wein and Wrightson stories are
justifiably classics, with Wrightson's
art just so damn good. Then there's
the notion of what Swamp Thing as a
character means for comics,
eventually showcasing the work of
one Alan Moore, something that
paved the way for a revolution in
Marvel and particularly DC Comics.
And of course, if you're financially
motivated, a top quality copy of this
one will set you back plenty, with its
record sale of $14,000.

...a top quality copy of this one will set you
back plenty, with its record sale of $14,000.
THE HISTORY OF COMICS
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REVIEWS

1971 - TEN COMICS

04
Jack Kirby's Fourth World

The New Gods #1-11. Mister Miracle #1-18. The Forever People
#1-11. Superman's Pal, Jimmy Olsen #133-139 & 141-148
By Jack Kirby, inks by Mike Royer.
Publisher - DC Comics (USA)
When Jack Kirby moved from Marvel to DC, it was a
really huge thing, the King of Comics jumping ship to the
Distinguished Competition. And he didn’t disappoint at
all, creating an entire world of new heroes and villains
that others would have taken decades to develop - yet he
did it in less than four years. And yes, it started with
Jimmy Olsen in 1970, but the whole Fourth World
concept wasn’t really developed until this year, with a
series of connecting storylines and themes, an epic tale of
good and evil – pure, unfiltered Jack Kirby.

03
Shiroi Heya No Futari (Our White Room
or Couple of the White Room)
By Ryoko Yamagishi
Publisher - Originally published in Ribon
Comic. Shueisha (Japan)
How often can you trace the birth of an entire genre to
one single, standalone work like this? But here it is, the
founding of an entire Manga genre – Yuri comics.
And it really is a classic, playing into all the tropes of the
tragi-romance, Shakespearean in its execution and tone,
with the romance between the female leads playing out
exactly as you'd expect. It's a sweet little romance manga,
but what makes it essential is that it's a Yuri Manga, the
original, the one that defines the genre.

And he didn’t disappoint at all, creating
an entire world of new heroes and
villains that others would have taken
decades to develop.
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02

01

Tammy

Tintin Magazine #40

Various creators,
edited by Gerry Finley-Day
Publisher - IPC Magazines (UK)

Various creators
Publisher - Le Lombard (France/Belgium)

One of the legendary girls comics in Britain, publishing
689 issues between 1971 to 1984 and selling more than
250,000 copies a week at its height, Tammy was chock full
of brilliance, a best-selling comic beloved by a generation
of girls (and their brothers, fathers, uncles, and nephews because they all stole a look at the often sublime artwork
inside).
During its time, it absorbed Jinty, Sally, Sandie, June,
and the supernatural series Misty, with each merger
changing the title in subtle little ways, Misty brought in
those supernatural elements, Jinty brought in a little sci-fi
and fantasy, but Tammy marched on, full of wonderful
strips, largely lost to time, but thankfully brought back to
us now as part of the Rebellion Treasury of British
Comics reprint series.

You want a moment when comics grew up in the
Western world? Here’s one possible moment – where
Tintin Magazine celebrated the world of comics on the
cover and included the 10-page insert, ‘A Look into the
World of Comics’, the response to what Editor-in-Chief
Greg (Michel Régnier) saw as the on-going lack of respect
for the medium.
With this issue, The Ninth Art put out a call to arms, a
demand for recognition of bande dessinée as an artform.
And perhaps this was the moment when Euro comics
truly gained a respectability that elude comics in both the
UK and the USA for another decade and more.

With this issue, The Ninth Art put out a call to arms,
a demand for recognition of bande dessinée as an artform.
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MUSEUM

FIRST PUBLISHED
IN TINTIN MAGAZINE
IN 1948 ALIX
TELLS OF THE
ADVENTURES OF
A YOUNG GALLO
ROMAN MAN,
NAMED ALIX
GRACCUS
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1971

COMIC
MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

T

hese days, thanks to publishers
like Cinebooks, it’s never been
easier to get a fix of bande
dessinée, as our French comic reading
cousins would say, but this hasn’t always
been the case. For many readers their
first encounter with comic albums, again
as our French comic reading cousins
would say, would have been copies of
Asterix and Tintin in the local library.
Apart from my weekly comic this was
certainly my only regular interaction
with comics as child. Tintin is a longestablished character whose adventures
had first appeared in 1929 in the pages of
Le Petit Vingtiéme – in this country
Tintin’s first appearance had been on the
(centre) pages of Eagle in 1951 with the
story, King Ottakar’s sceptre. Asterix was
a more recent creation, having debuted
in 1959, and gone on to international
acclaim – he too had appeared in British
comics such as Valiant (in 1963-4),
Ranger (1965) and Look and Learn
(1966-7). As well as these slightly
bastardised versions both Asterix and
Tintin appeared in their more famous
‘albums’ that would be on library shelves
up and down the country. Against this
backdrop of popular French comic book
characters being successfully (and
presumably profitably!) translated into
English, it was perhaps inevitable that
publishers would look at the French
bande dessinée market and wonder what

other popular French language titles
could become popular English language
titles?
In the case of publisher Ward Lock their
eyes, in 1971, alighted upon the very
successful title Alix. First published in
Tintin magazine in 1948 Alix tells of the
adventures of a young Gallo-Roman man,
named Alix Graccus, in the late Roman
Republic. The series is renowned for its
historical accuracy and stunning set piece
detail with the stories unfolding
throughout the reaches of the Roman
world, including the city of Rome, Gaul,
the German frontier, Mesopotamia,
Africa and Asia Minor.
The publishers initially planned to
translate four volumes into English. The
first two volumes were The Sacred
Helmet (a translation of the 4th
volume, La tiare d'Oribal) and The Black
Claw (originally the 5th book published,
La griffe noire). The third and fourth
volumes, The lost legions and The alter of
fire, would have seen book the original
6th (Les légions perdues) and 7th (Le
dernier Spartiate) books translated for
English-speaking audiences.

lock thought they should have been onto
a winner with Alix – the strip a combines
the ligne claire artistic style of Tintin
with the world of Asterix – what could
possibly go wrong? Well, in fact, the
books are very different to Asterix – the
humour that powers the Asterix strip
simply isn’t present in Alix (which leans
more heavily on adventure). In addition
the text boxes in Alix all have far more
words than in a comparable Tintin
volume – to me this is not only visually
off-putting but it also slows the pace of
the story too (to say nothing of the
increased chances that a child will need
the (perhaps reluctant) assistance of an
adult in reading the book).
Suffice to say that sadly 1971 didn’t mark
the start of a new series that could
otherwise have been as much a part of a
child’s visit to a library as Asterix and
Tintin were (and continue to be).
AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF

However, it was not to be. Only The
Sacred helmet and The Black Claw were
actually published and are now extremely
hard/expensive to acquire. The question
remains why the books failed to find an
audience here. You can see why Ward
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THE HORROR

THE HORROR!
Peter Gouldson looks back to a time when the macabre became a mainstay
at the Marvel Bullpen. Not to be read by the light of a full moon!

1

971 - and after almost a full
decade of innovation and
unprecedented success, Marvel
Comics were suddenly facing an
uncertain future. If Steve Ditko’s
departure in 1966 had been a shock, the
defection of Jack Kirby to rivals DC
Comics in 1970 had felt seismic. Together
with main writer and editor Stan Lee, the
three had forged the Marvel Universe
that we know today. Debates continue to
surround the size of the contribution
each actually made, but if there was one
single moment that Lee could lay claim
to have singlehandedly changed the face
of the industry it was now, after both
other men had left, when he bypassed the
Comics Code Authority (CCA) to run a
three issue anti-drugs Spiderman
storyline the CCA had refused to
approve.
The United States Department of
Health Education and Welfare had
actually asked Lee if he would be willing
to run the anti-drugs storyline in one of
his most popular titles, and Lee was keen
to oblige, believing the message
conveyed more than worthy. Bypassing
the CCA with its inflexible rules and
regulations seemed the only way
forward. He may have not even realised
at the time, but this single act of defiance
would hasten the liberalisation of a selfregulating body that badly needed an
overhaul. Set up in 1954, the CCA
guidelines had remained as restrictive as
ever through a period of tumultuous
change in attitudes in the US and the

West, whether through the fight for
gender or race equality, a growing anti
war movement or battles against
censorship. The CCA would remain a
restrictive force beyond 1971, but
undermined by Lee’s act of defiance
certain out of date rules were quickly
waived, one of which included the
depiction of typical horror tropes such as
vampires and werewolves.
Almost overnight ‘horror’ was
suddenly back on the menu, and Marvel
were quick to place their order, with new
characters such as ‘Morbius, the Living
Vampire’ soon turning up to play the
villain in ‘Amazing Spiderman’. Yet Lee
was keen that ‘Marvel Horror’ should be
distinct from the (very successful)
anthology format style of supernatural
storytelling over at DC on titles such as
‘House Of Mystery’ and ‘House of
Secrets’. Marvel had limited success
aping this winning formula on earlier

Warren Publishing
were enjoying
considerable success
with black and white
magazines such as
‘Eerie’ and ‘Creepy’...

titles such as ‘Tower of Shadows’ and
‘Chamber of Darkness,’ (even if Jim
Steranko’s chilling ‘At The Stroke Of
Midnight” in ‘Tower of Shadows’ #1
would prove to be one of the best horror
shorts ever to grace the pages of a Marvel
comic). Instead, Lee now sought
character driven storylines, with horror
‘anti-heroes’ as their main focus, and one
of the earliest incarnations of Marvel’s
‘new horror’ would appear in the most
unusual of settings.

WHATEVER KNOWS FEAR,
BURNS AT THE MAN-THING’S TOUCH
Warren Publishing were enjoying
considerable success with black and
white magazines such as ‘Eerie’ and
‘Creepy’ (classed as magazines and not
comic books these titles could bypass
CCA restrictions) and Lee wanted to
expand into similar territory. An earlier
foray featuring Spiderman had met with
only limited success, with Publisher
Martin Goodman remaining wary of such
ventures (it was only after Goodman sold
his company and with Lee installed as
Publisher that a slew of black and white
‘adult’ titles such as ‘Dracula Lives’,
‘Tales of the Zombie’ and ‘Vampire Tales’
would see the light of day). Cover dated
May 1971, ‘Savage Tales’ #1 would, for
the time being at least, prove to be
merely a one shot, accompanied by its
cover declaration ’…this publication is
rated M - for mature readers.’ A painted
John Buscema cover makes this clear
enough, depicting Conan the Barbarian
in a typical Robert E Howard scenario of
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powerless female clutching at the heels of
a triumphant victor, brandishing his
blood soaked sword and the head of his
vanquished opponent. The cover star was
enjoying enormous success as a regular
title in the monthly line anyway, and was
always going to be the main draw here;
’The Frost Giants Daughter’ (produced
by the same monthly team of Roy
Thomas and brit Barry Windsor Smith) is
more than worthy enough for the issue to
be remembered for it alone. Yet the
magazine is best known now for
showcasing one of Marvel’s horror
mainstays.
According to Thomas, both the name
and concept for ‘Man-Thing’ came from
Lee. Essentially an eleven page back up
feature, Thomas worked outside what
was then the usual Marvel method,
drawing up a detailed plot outline to
hand to artist Gray Morrow. The finished
pages of artwork were then handed to
new kid on the block Gerry Conway to
script, one of his first ever assignments
for Marvel. Conway slides effortlessly
into the second person narration that
would become de rigueur on a strip
where the main protagonist was a nontalking mound of swamp muck, as we’re
introduced to the monster and the fastfading memory of the man it once was,
Ted Sallis, looking back at events of the
past few hours.
Sallis, a loner scientist in the company
of wife Ellen, has successfully worked on
replicating the super soldier serum from
the peace and tranquility of his
laboratory in the remote Florida
Everglades. With only one vial of serum
in existence, ready to be handed safely
over to government agents (and the
formula itself safely ensconced only in his
own head) Sallis is betrayed by his own
wife who is colluding with enemy agents.
Breaking free, Sallis escapes in his car,
but is chased down. Taking no chances
with the sole vial of serum, he drinks it
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Set entirely in first
person narration
Lee loved the idea
and concept but hated
the title, suggesting
‘Werewolf By Night’
instead.
before crashing into the swamp where in
the depths of the murky waters the
chemical formula moulds and twists his
body into the shape of a macabre ‘manthing,’ rising from the swamp and
seeking revenge on those responsible for
the loss of its own humanity.
If the similarities with DC’s own
‘Swamp Thing’ seem pretty blatant it’s
only because, well…they are, yet the
truth is that ‘Man Thing’ just beat its rival
title to the news-stands and, origin story
apart, both characters would take off in
wildly different directions before long
anyway. One unique touch here came
with the creature’s silent but emphatic
nature, driven instead by the emotions of
those around it and its particular hatred
of the one single emotion that would be
stirred if you were to actually come
across such a monstrosity; fear. It’s
exactly what wife Ellen feels here,
confronted with the monster that was
once the husband she’d betrayed, and
although the famous phrase itself
(‘whatever know’s fear burns at the ManThing’s touch’) would not appear for a
little while yet, the same outcome is used
effectively enough here, with the smell of
burning flesh seeming all too real as the
monster touches the side of her face

( ’…her mouth opens but she cannot
scream’) scarring her for life. The eleven
black and white pages ensure the origin
story is meaty enough without ever
outstaying its welcome, and the
atmosphere of the putrid swamp
conjured up by Morrow’s pencilled
artwork is sublime throughout, his dark
washes perfect for what is quite a bleak
little tale. His full page depiction of ManThing wrestling with an alligator, the first
of many such depictions to follow in the
years to come, has probably never been
bettered.
A second Man-Thing tale scripted by
Len Wein, with some amazing Neil
Adams’ artwork, failed to appear as
planned when the plug was pulled on
‘Savage Tales’. It would eventually see the
light of day awkwardly inserted into a
two part Ka-Zar storyline in ‘Astonishing
Tales,’ its genuine sense of horror and
unease sticking out like a sore thumb in
the rudimentary mainstream Marvel fare
that surrounded it. Man-Thing soon took
the lead in the ‘Adventure into Fear’ title,
starting with #10, ’Cry Monster’ seeing
Conway temporally back as scribe. It’s
the following issue however that things
truly become interesting under the
stewardship of the definitive Man-Thing
writer Steve Gerber.

‘UNDER THE LIGHT OF THE BRIGHT
FULL MOON…I RAN’
Another early ‘new horror’ success
came later that year in ’Marvel Spotlight’,
a new title created to try out new
concepts and ideas. After a false start
with flop western hero Red Wolf, the
second issue (hitting newsstands in
November 1971 and cover dated
February the following year) hit the
mark. Thomas had had a notion for a
storyline entitled ‘I, Werewolf,’ basing it
on elements of the Spiderman strip
combined with old monster movie ‘I Was
a Teenage Werewolf ’. Set entirely in first
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person narration Lee loved the idea and
concept but hated the title, suggesting
‘Werewolf By Night’ instead. Thomas
then went off and, with help from then
wife Jeanie who duly got a credit, came
up with a plot for Gerry Conway to turn
into a script.
In his affluent Los Angeles home,
teenager Jack Russell awakens from what
he believes to have been a nightmare,
finding his arm somehow newly grazed.
Turning 18 that very day, we quickly get
to meet his mother, sister, step father, as
well as grumpy chauffeur Grant, as
preparations are made for a big birthday
bash. During the evenings festivities Jack
suddenly beats a hasty retreat after
suddenly feeling ill (‘…blackness,
blistered inside me, swelling up over me,
devouring me’) Indeed, under the light of
the full moon, Jack transforms into a
werewolf, and when another lone wolf
appears both enter into a ferocious battle
where only the the strongest can survive.
The next day an exhausted Jack visits
his mother in hospital, now grimly
hanging on for life after barely surviving a
car accident. She finally tells him of the
family curse and his real father’s secret,
that of being cursed to become a
werewolf, and that now Jack himself is an
adult he too is cursed to follow in the
family tradition ‘…to become a man-like
beast…forevermore whenever the full
moon blooms.’ Jack watches as his
mother dies, only then remembering the
last rational moments before he turned
feral the previous night, of seeing Grant
the chauffeur bent over the family car,
tampering with the engine, and then later
his step father on the phone speaking to
Grant (‘yes…I have the money’). With
another full moon due, it’s not the man
but the wolf that will seek revenge that
night.
The strip was pencilled and inked by
newcomer Mike Ploog. Raised on a
Minnesota farm, Ploog was a former
animator who’d done a small amount of

work for Warren Publishing, and been
heavily influenced by Will Eisner after an
earlier spell working in his studios.
‘Marvel Spotlight’ #2 was his first
published work for Marvel and a real
baptism of fire, the format allowing for
the debut ‘Werewolf by Night’ instalment
to run for a staggering 27 pages! It’s to
Ploog’s eternal credit that the visuals at
least never dip, his moonlit vistas and
rain spattered windows managing to
somehow give a true gothic feel to the
hokey downtown Los Angeles backdrop,
where the menace of the moonlit back
alleyways are matched by the savage
ferocity of a main character itself, always
imbued with a certain grace in posture
and movement. Ploog’s sometimes
cartoonish style, clearly betraying the
Eisner influence, works perfectly here
and adds to the otherworldliness of the
storyline and its surreal setting.
Looking back at his time with Marvel
many years later Ploog would tell
magazine ‘Comic Book Artist’ he’d
always believed “…it was going to be a
very short lived thing, and they’d get
wise to me real fast. Well, I just kept
doing it, and they didn’t tell me to stop.”
It was to prove the start of something
very special for the artists at Marvel,
where in a very short space of time he’d
become a firm fan favourite, with
Thomas on record as saying he believed
Ploog to be one of the most skilled artists
ever to enter the field. His talents
eventually saw him quickly drift away
from comics into other more lucrative
areas but luckily not before producing
some of the best horror comic visuals of
the period, becoming the ‘go-to’ artist for
any new major horror launch such as
‘Monster of Frankenstein’ and ‘Ghost
Rider’. Ploog would also have a fruitful if
brief partnership with writer Steve
Gerber on ‘Man-Thing’, their very first
collaboration producing one of the
darkest tales ever produced in a
mainstream comic book up to that point,

the two part ‘Night of the Laughing
Dead’ beginning in ‘Man-Thing’ #5.
The craze for horror and monsters
seemed rampant at one point almost as if
everyone was making up for lost time.
Even the likes of the Beast from ‘X-Men’
took on a new ‘furry fiend’ mantle in a
dramatic makeover that took place in
‘Amazing Adventures’ #11 that
December. Early the following year the
granddaddy of the Marvel horror stable
would hit with ‘Tomb of Dracula’ #1.
Eventually to become the ‘last man
standing’ of Marvel’s original early ’70’s
horror titles, the book, once creative
dream team Marv Wolfman and Gene
Colan got into their stride, would
become a wonderfully atmospheric soapopera, with Dracula himself taking the
lead role, a series that on its own would
be a complete vindication of Lee’s
original character led vision of ‘Marvel
horror’ in 1971.
The following year saw Marvel finally
overtake DC and claim top spot in the
sales league, due in part to the rapid
expansion policy where for every one big
hit came many more smaller misses.
Marvel’s foray into the horror area
exemplifies this policy more than well ;
the law of diminishing returns seeing
medium-term successes like ‘Son of
Satan’ never quite able to deliver on its
original promise, while a plethora of
lower grade flops such as Tigra, Golem
and the Scarecrow came and went in the
blink of an eye. The longevity and success
of characters such as Dracula, Ghost
Rider, Werewolf and Man-Thing alone
however would make the whole
endeavour more than worth it.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
All images ©2021 Marvel Characters, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
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BIG FEATURES
& DOUBLE PAGE PIN-UPS!
Launched in 1971, ‘Look-in’ was a regular favourite in many a
childhood, offering up something for everyone, and among its recipes,
puzzles, posters and invitations to ‘Meet The Smurfs’ there’s a real gem of a
UK comic strip. Ranson and Allan have been assigned!

T

imes change. TV times too. Of
course there’s always some
reassuring continuity to life Coronation Street, escalating tensions
between the USA and Iran, that sort of
thing - yet forty years ago here in the UK,
television was a completely different
beast. The very act of changing channels
meant leaving the comfort of your chair
and pressing a button on the set. This
itself could only ever be undertaken by a
responsible adult, as the set itself was in
all probability radioactive, often emitting
a strange buzzing sound whilst ominous
black smoke would intermittently rise
from the rear. The actual image on screen
was so bad the refrain “get away from the
screen, you’ll ruin your eyes - 4K Ultra
HD hasn’t been invented yet” was
common throughout the land. Rosetinted retrospectives telling of the good
old days when a family would sit together
around the tv set forget to mention that,
despite all these dangers, television
remained an important source of heat for
many.
Unbelievably there were only three
channels to choose from. Even then
preferences were betrayed by a relatively
pristine and unworn second button.
Someone, somewhere must have been
watching BBC2 but no one would
actually own up to doing so. No, the true
choice for many was simple, as rigid a
dichotomy as the Beano or Dandy,

Beatles or Stones, coffee or tea, Swap
Shop or Tiswas; for millions it was simply
either BBC1 or ITV.
This stark choice was mirrored in
television listings magazines. The ‘Radio
Times’ (a magazine launched at the dawn
of civilisation when there was, um, no
television, with families forced to listen
to opera from something called ‘the
wireless’) would soberly list the coming
weeks fare for BBC programming only.
For the younger more upstart
commercial ITV regional companies, a
brasher, flashier ‘TV Times’ came in
regional editions listing that same week’s
line-up. It’s important to remember the
gravitas both listings had; in these pre
streaming / box-set binging days, a
favourite show would be on at a specified
time on a specified date. With video
recorders the sole preserve of the
aristocracy, if missed, your favourite
programme might never be seen again.
Younger viewers had become an
increasingly important part of the
demographic, and the 1971 launch of a
new weekly magazine labelled the ‘Junior
TV Times’ sought to highlight ITV
programming to a growing young
audience. ‘Look-in’ would cast its net
wide, not just by helpfully listing the
coming weeks televisual highlights but
with a plethora of features, interviews,
crosswords, pin-ups and comic strips, all
linked to the popular ITV output of the

time. The actual listings would take up a
tiny portion of the magazine, with a
selection of programmes from each
regional commercial station (the names
themselves conjure up a bygone age Grampian, LWT, Thames, Anglia,
Southern, Tyne Tees…) providing a
helpful if not always fully informative list
of coming highlights (Saturday 12:30pm ‘World Of Sport’, Monday 4:20pm ’Clapperboard’, Wednesday 8:00pm - ’a
film’). Features and interviews gave
further coverage of upcoming attractions
(‘Roy North and Linda Fletcher return
with a super new series of ‘Get It
Together’ at 4:20pm, and later that
evening don’t forget the return of Nicolas
Parsons and ‘Sale of the Century!’)
The magazine would also shed light on
a range of interests such as music, sport
and other pastimes. DJ Ed Stewart’s
popular ‘Stewpot’s News-desk’ feature
provided info on…well, just about
anything (‘…so, who do you think has the
toughest of show business careers? In my
opinion it’s ballet dancers’) While On
The Ball’s Brian Moore was giving his
frank assessment of young Nottingham
Forest striker Garry Birtles, over the page
Magpie’s Jenny Hadley would be
declaring she likes nothing better than
sitting down to a nice steak and salad and hardly ever has dessert! Yes, ‘Lookin’s’ remit was that big folks, and a reader
would have to have a cold heart of stone
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not to find something of worth or interest
in its pages.
However it’s the comic strips, all based
on then current and popular ITV
programmes, that would become its
lasting legacy. Strips such as ‘Follyfoot,’
‘On The Buses’, ‘Catweazle’, ‘the
Tomorrow People’, the Adventures of
Black Beauty’, ‘the Six Million Dollar
Man’, ‘Charlie’s Angels’…all attempted to
appeal to as wide an audience as possible.
While some strips could come across as
pure pastiche (shows such as ‘the Benny
Hill Show’ or ‘Mind Your Language’
already came laden with a narrow onetrick, stereotypical scope) the best of
them could extend the mythos of a show,
taking beloved characters or personalities
beyond the confines of the small screen
into further ‘unseen’ adventures and
storylines.
The gifted writer for many was Angus
Allan, a comics veteran who had worked
at Amalgamated Press in the 1950’s, then
more prominently in the ’60’s on that
superb slice of small screen shenanigans
‘TV Century 21’. Allan would go on to
write extensively for the popular Daily
Mirror newspaper strip ‘Garth’, but by
that point he’d already become
associated with all the big name ‘Look-in’
strips, working alongside a variety of fine
artists such as Martin Asbury, John
Bolton and Jim Baikie. One such artist
was Arthur Ranson, emerging from a
background in commercial art. Quickly
garnering huge plaudits, the evocative
precision found in Ranson’s work is as
discernible in his earlier ‘Look-in’ work
as much as later strips for the likes of
‘2000AD’ (where he’d enjoy a long
association with writer Alan Grant on the
popular ‘Judge Anderson’). A closer look
at one particular ‘Look-in’ strip,
beginning eight years after its launch,
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...‘Sapphire and Steel’,
was given the usual
centre stage Look-in
treatment with a cover
feature and double
page centre spread
pin-up of lead actors
Joanna Lumley and
David McCallum.
unearths a real career highlight for both
men.
The magazine was a well established
mainstay on newsagents shelves by the
time of 1979’s Issue 29 (the title always
confusingly reset its numbering at the the
beginning of each calendar year) and its
coverage of yet another major new ITV
launch. A John Geary cover illustration
sheds light on what seem to be a couple
of very familiar faces, with Purdey from
the ‘New Avengers’ alongside that guy
from the ‘Invisible Man’ (older readers
may even have recalled ’60’s smash hit
‘the Man from U.N.C.L.E.’ ). Closer
inspection reveals this to be the launch of
new series ‘Sapphire and Steel’, given the
usual centre stage Look-in treatment
with a cover feature and double page
centre spread pin-up of lead actors
Joanna Lumley and David McCallum. ’It’s
all very strange really…’ Lumley tells
readers, ’…this isn’t a horror series, or like
anything else seen on television before.
David and I are just a little bit…odd…and
we do slightly odd things.’

‘Sapphire and Steel’ certainly made for
odd viewing for a supposedly family
friendly early evening 7:00pm slot on
Tuesday’s and Thursday’s. Replacing
popular soap ‘Emmerdale (Farm)’ as it
took its regular summer hiatus, the eerie
adventures of the two titular time-agents,
sent by some unnamed ‘higher authority’
to investigate ‘breaks’ in the time
corridor that threaten the existence of the
present, would perplex many more
inclined to the dour musings of Amos
Brearly pulling pints at the Woolpack.
However once seen many could never
forget the show’s spooky deserted train
stations, isolated roadside cafe’s and
faceless men on darkened stairwells. A
prime example of brave television
scheduling from a time long gone, ‘Lookin’s’ own prediction that ‘Sapphire and
Steel’ should ‘prove to be good
entertainment for all the family’ perhaps
lulled many into a false sense of security;
the nations youth settling down (not too
close)to the screen, just ahead of
bedtime, before then having the living
daylights scared out of them.
As the bizarre yet oddly satisfying
theme and credits (‘All irregularities will
be handled by the forces controlling each
dimension…’) began to seep into a
nations consciousness, things were
brought to a complete halt. Industrial
action hit the entire commercial network
from around the middle of August and
ITV was effectively shut down. It wasn’t
until October, and perhaps the more
suitable setting of darker autumnal nights
drawing in, that normal service was
resumed with the halted second
‘assignment’ (set in a deserted train
station haunted by the ghost of a young
World War One soldier) starting over
again from the first instalment.
Look-in’s ‘Sapphire and Steel ‘comic
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strip had already stepped up to the plate
admirably however, launching the very
week ITV broadcasts were brought to
their temporary halt. If ‘Look-in’ would
need to adjust to the new reality (‘the
industrial disputes at ITV has made it
impossible for us to bring you your usual
weekly programme details’) Issue 33,
week ending 11th August, seemed to
indicate it was business as usual, with a
fantastic Ranson cover heralding the
arrival of the new strip, making a glorious
two-page technicolour debut alongside
other fare such as ‘the Famous Five,’
‘Dick Turpin’ and ‘Bionic Action with
Steve Austin and Jaime Sommers'.
The first storyline takes place in the
setting of Scarstone House, a remote idyll
on ‘forbidding moorland’, where
commercial artist Jack Terriss, sharing
the house with son Marcus, seeks peace
and quiet after the death of his wife.
Before long our two time agents show up,
observing from the shadows, drawn to
the location by strange disturbances in
the time corridor. Jack doesn’t appreciate
the sudden intrusion (‘…confound your
impertinence - this is my home!’) but
things take a turn for the worse when it’s
revealed his paintings are taking
possession of him, attempting to trap him
and his young son forever.
Lasting for eight weekly instalments,
this strong opening storyline would be
followed by many more in a run that
would go on (with a short break) through
to April 1981, all produced by Allan and
Ranson. It’s a common complaint that
strips of this kind often veer away from
the original premise of the show that
begat them, but for me this is part of its
appeal; seeing familiar characters and
situations in strip form taking on a
different emphasis or some skewered
direction and opening up possibilities in

storytelling that wouldn’t, perhaps even
shouldn’t, ever be attempted on screen.
The ‘Sapphire and Steel’ strip is a prime
example of this, and all the more brilliant
for it. The likenesses are there, as is the
premise and many character traits, and
the use of fellow time agent Lead, seen in
the very first television adventure, is a
particularly nice touch. There’s never any
doubt that witnessing McCallum and
Lumley arrive in make believe worlds
called Gronandyl, or playing hosts to
wizards or elves (or even, as on a couple
of memorable occasions, the Pied Piper
and Beelzebub!) bore any resemblance to
anything seen on the show itself, yet this
never detracts from the suspense or sheer
fun of the strip. This is Sapphire and Steel
in the ‘Look-in Universe’, if you will (and
for diehard fans of this or any other genre
television show who insist on melding
the myriad stories and scenarios from
small screen, novels, comic strips and
elsewhere into one long timeline of
‘canonicity’ and continuity I have just
four words - good luck with that). If
there’s an occasional ‘sameness’ to some
storylines (many involve a young
protagonist in some kind of grave danger)
Allan never fails to deliver anything less
than a top quality, imaginative,
entertaining tale. Indeed some of the
locales he chooses such as remote
lighthouses or high-rise blocks would
have made for some excellent scenarios
for the show itself.
The real joy of the strip however comes
from Arthur Ranson’s stellar artwork. At
a time when the vast majority of UK
comic strips (and most in ‘Look-in’) still
appeared in black and white, here was
something truly special; a master
craftsman with work reproduced in full
glorious colour to boot. Ranson’s work is
as good if not better than anything else

out there at the time - and it’s also clear
that Allan and himself are having a ball both men enjoyed working with each
other and the care and consistency of the
strip is discernible. No less an authority
than the show’s creator himself, lead
writer P J Hammond, spoke highly of the
strip and recognised both the talent the
dedication the two men invested in it.
Both would see the strip through its 76
week run, with the final hurrah coming in
the form of a text story (with
accompanying illustrations by Ranson) in
the ‘Look-in Television Annual’
published in 1981.’The Albatross’
introduces us to twelve year old Adam
Carter, excitedly exploring the attic in the
new family home before accidentally
being taken back in time to a life onboard
a sailing ship, where an evil force hopes
to turn the tide of a past battle and alter
the course of history. As far removed as
ever from the tv series that had spawned
it, the story was nevertheless a nice coda
to a wholly successful association
between the popular weekly title and one
of its more offbeat of subject matters.
Rights issues seem to have stalled a full
collection of many wonderful Look-in
comic strips, yet the welcome 2018
release of the Allan/Ranson Beatles strip
from Look-in in 1981 whetted many an
appetite for more. The television world
that spawned Sapphire and Steel may
have gone but…there are always those
reassuring consistencies to life, and true
quality will always show, whatever time
corridor you happen to be passing
through. Perhaps someone out there,
some higher authority, is listening?
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
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LOOK-IN

The Early Years
Launched in January 1971, Look-in was born out of two separate ventures. With the
change in ITV franchises in 1968, the various listings magazines were replaced by
one publication, TVTimes, with regional editions.

T

he companies behind two larger
channels, Rediffusion in
London, and the Birminghambased ABC, merged to form Thames
Television. Their new children’s flagship
programme was Magpie, intended to
compete with BBC’s Blue Peter. Just as in
the 1960s, TV Comic was published by the
same company as the original TV Times, so
the new magazine sought to launch a
version aimed at younger viewers. It was
tentatively named Magpie, to tie-in with the
popularity of the programme.
Alan Fennell had a long history with TVrelated tie-ins. He was assistant editor on
TV Comic before helming TV Century 21,
a vehicle for Gerry and Sylvia Anderson’s
Supermarionation series. Together with
Lady Penelope, they were the best selling
comics of the decade. But by 1969, interest
and sales had declined, and Century 21
Publishing was wound up. But this did not
deter Fennell. His son Lee recalled, “The
TV21 era had passed and gone. He never
mentioned that he was disappointed by this.
He was proud about the fact that it was
successful. I think he just moved on really.
Then he started Look-in.”
Fennell thought there was still a niche in
the market for a television-based comic, and
put together a dummy issue to pitch the
idea. With his links via Century 21, a
subsidiary of ATV, this found its way to the
offices of TVTimes. Colin Shelbourn had
been a junior designer there and, having
gone freelance, was hired to work on the

new publication. The content of both was
merged, although as the sub-title reminded
readers, it was the ‘Junior TVTimes
Magazine’. “It was always important with
Look-in for it to be perceived by kids, well
actually by everybody, as not a comic.”
Shelbourn explained. “The fact that it had
strips and features was always an important
part of its rationale. That probably came
from TV Times. It never changed, so there
was never any prospect of it being a total
comic or a total magazine.”
Simultaneously, TV21’s art editor Dennis
Hooper struck a deal with ATV to use the
Gerry Anderson series in a new comic,
Countdown, which launched in February.
“I suppose there must have been
competition but they were very different
offerings.” Shelbourn considered. “Look-in
came about out of TVTimes so you can see
a lot of ‘magaziney-ness’. Although Alan
Fennell was editor, the comic strippy-ness
was low key, compared with the ‘text-y’
bits. Countdown was much more of a
conventional comic.”
Ironically, Look-in’s flagship strip was to
be ATV’s new children’s science-fiction
series Timeslip, drawn by TV21 stalwart
Mike Noble. “When TV21 finished, Billie
Cooper (his agent) wondered how things
would go from then on. I did get some
indication that they were starting up this
new paper. Alan was quite excited. It was
very much his baby. He created a lot of the
stuff, the new features and that.”
“I got the impression that Alan had to toe

the line in which direction TV21 took,”
Noble considered, “as he was tied up with
Gerry Anderson. With Look-in, it was
going to be very much to his own style. He
called upon artists that he had been working
with, and gave more scope to the strips so I
found it particularly exciting I must say.”
Had Noble considered he had ‘star billing’
as Timeslip was the only colour action strip
at first? “No, I didn’t actually.” He replied,
laughing, “It would have scared me witless if
I had known!”
The other strips for Look-in‘s first issue
were the established children’s adventure
series Freewheelers, school comedy Please
Sir!, Crowther in Trouble featuring Leslie
Crowther, and an adaptation of the serial
Wreckers at Dead Eye. Artist Harry North
got his break as a comic artist, having
worked as art assistant at IPC, drawing the
last instalment of Wreckers. “I remember it
was one page because I sweated blood on
that and it wasn’t that good but it covered
for the absence of the other artist.” So how
had North got his foot in the door? “It may
have been Robin Tucek, Stewart Wales or
Geoff Cowan doing freelance editorial work
at IPC. But word got through they were
desperate. I saw Alan and he gave me the
job for that page.”
Janet King had not left art college when
she joined Look-in. “In my last year about
Easter I started applying for jobs. They
wanted a junior layout artist. They had two
people in their art department – Colin, and
Keith Jones. I knew somebody that worked
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on the writing side, Geoff Cowan. I don’t
know whether that helped but I got the job.
I went back to college and took the diploma
exam for a couple of days.”
After a few months, another historical
serial adaptation, Redgauntlet, was added
and art director-turned-cartoonist Ross
Thompson drew a strip of returning
comedy Bright’s Boffins. “Mike Noble had
an agent and as he was working for Look-in,
she got me this job. I don’t know how many
I did but it didn’t last. I think kids
complained I wasn’t doing the characters
very well so they dropped me after a while!”
Bright’s Boffins was replaced by On The
Buses, drawn by Harry North. “On the
Buses was my vehicle.” He quipped. “It was
very much offered (to me). I really put a
huge amount of time into it.” Geoff Cowan
and Scott Goodall are attributed to the
scripts but later, North took over the
writing. “I said I had an idea about a dream.
‘No dreams, no, we don’t want any of that’.
Anyway I did the bloody thing and they
really liked it. So that was bloody typical.”
However, North was put out by the lack of
praise at the time. “To my exasperation,
Colin Shelbourn said years later, ‘You know,
they were really very good.’ I said, ‘Well
fucking thank you.’ I wanted to know then
because we had a popularity thing going,
the kids wrote in and On the Buses was very
popular for a long time. I felt they really
enjoy it as much as I do.”
Meanwhile, Mike Noble was moved from
Timeslip to new equine drama Follyfoot,
based on the books by Monica Dickens.
Look-in launched the first story as colour
centrespreads, as Fennell had used on TV
Comic and TV21. “I don’t know what the
thinking was.” Noble explained, “Alan said
we’re doing a mid double spread. I gulped
rather because I had send this up on the
train. If someone put some heavy weight on
top and it’s all bent… I used to get terribly
concerned with that.” The opening story
was the only one in this format before going
to two separate pages, which some
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speculate was due to problems selling these
overseas, notably to Germany which cofunded Follyfoot and would reprint the
strips.
Look-in took a sidestep from Magpie as
the main editorial attraction, introducing
Ed Stewart for ‘Stewpot’s Choice’ in late
1971, becoming ‘Stewpot’s Look-Out’ in
early 1972, then ‘Stewpot’s Newsdesk’ in
late 1973. Of the last of these, assistant
editor Robin Tucek admitted, “I had to pull
that together, the stuff that came in from his
agent, and put in record and book reviews,
and other titbits of interesting pieces.”
Another change in late 1971 was from
photo covers to illustrations. Italian artist
Arnaldo Putzu, living in London, did the
first of these, depicting Roger Moore and
Tony Curtis as The Persuaders! Featured in
the ©1975 Look-in Television Annual,
Putzu declared, “I enjoy it as a change from
film posters. A lot of pop people around
have interesting faces to draw. I remember
the problems with David Cassidy, because
he had such a smooth face, difficult to draw.
If only I could draw Sid James each week.
He’s got a really interesting face.” Janet King
reasoned why Putzu became Look-ins
mainstay cover artist. “Occasionally
Arnaldo would do one we weren’t happy
with and we’d go back. But it was rare.
Sometimes we would get him to do roughs
but not often. The problem using different
artists is you have to get stuff organised a lot
sooner. With Arnaldo, you’d send it to him
on Monday and it would be back by
Wednesday.”
Look-in took on a strip from TV Comic,
which Fennell may have written for then Catweazle, starring Geoffrey Bayldon as a
Saxon magician catapulted to modern
times. Ex-TV21 artist Gerry Embleton
drew the first adventures before another
Cooper Studio alumnus, Alan Parry, took
over. “I kept in touch after I went freelance.
She came up with the idea of me doing strip
work.”
Late 1972 saw the first major change to

Look-in’s format, with the pull-out Pop
Extra bumping up the page count to 32, and
increasing in size. With this came the first
proper strip based on an American series,
contrasting with the previous year where
Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea had been
serialised reprints of two Gold Key comics.
Colin Shelbourn said, "I remember doing
the title block and have a recollection of my
art colleague doing pasted-up versions,
presumably from bromides of the US
originals."
This new US series was also Look-in’s
first instance of a music celebrity strip, with
The Adventures of David Cassidy
masquerading as a tie-in to The Partridge
Family. Alan Parry, after Catweazle and a
single week starting a strip based on the war
series Pathfinders, was moved onto this.
“They probably wanted me to do that
instead of Pathfinders.” He explained. “I
could only do one story a week, and I think
they were struggling to find someone
suitable. The fashion drawing I used to do
came in useful for the outfits, the sort of
trendy sixties stuff they were wearing in
David Cassidy, and (later) Man About The
House.”
“We tried really hard to make it appeal to
both boys and girls.” Janet King noted.
“That was a big criteria. We didn’t do girly
stuff like Jackie. I think girls are interested in
the sciency stuff, things like how does this
and that work. We got as many letters from
girls as we did from boys. We tended
probably to think of girls as more poppy
and that. The sport was more boys because
we did a lot of football but that was popular.
But we did do other sport and included
girls, like tennis. I think we did quite well to
make it equal.“
Equality aside, sometimes age excluded
some readers. Lee Fennell recalled, “I
preferred the Beano to be honest. I used to
get Look-in every week but it was a bit old
for me.” Ties to Magpie remained strong
through the 1970s. Lee pointed out, “I
know that Deborah and Diane, my older
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sisters, modeled Magpie T-shirts when they
were a prize in Look-In, because I was
alongside them. I must have been 4 years
old.”
Freelance illustrator Arthur Ranson had
started doing Look-in covers. Interviewed
by Luke Rainford for BEM Magazine,
Ranson related, “In the office one day I
overheard that the artist on Superflop (an
incompetent superhero played by
comedian Les Dawson), the late Brian
Lewis, wanted to drop the strip. I did a
specimen, and was taken on – bless you,
Colin Shelbourn!” Ranson would continue
as artist for a few years on the comedy strips
Settle Down Now with Ken Goodwin and
Michael Bentine’s Potty Time.
The demise of Polystyle’s successor to
Countdown, TV Action, in the summer of
1973 saw some artists became available to
Look-in. First to jump ship was John M.
Burns, leaving UFO for Thames’ new SF
series The Tomorrow People. Martin
Asbury, who had drawn Cannon was given
a try-out on Follyfoot when Mike Noble
took his annual holiday, before being
offered the martial arts series Kung Fu in
early 1974. Hawaii Five-O artist Leslie
Branton filled in on Black Beauty, again
covering for Noble.
Having a mother who was a journalist,
and an interest in football, saw Robin Tucek
apply for a job at IPC’s Shoot magazine.
“That was gone. But I got offered sub-editor
on Valiant, then transferred to Cor!!
Editing, organizing scripts, getting lettering
arranged and dreaming up the awful puns
that go on the top of pages.” After a stint at
Martspress, working on Disneyland, he got
an interview at Look-in. “I took an
immediate dislike to Alan Fennell. We
didn't get on at all - in many ways, we were
too similar. I didn't get the job but Geoff
Cowan did. When he left, Fennell wanted
to see me again, and we totally hit it off. I
started there in September ’73 as assistant
editor. Organising photoshoots, and
interviewing interesting people. Richard

Tippett was my assistant.”
Tippett had joined Look-in around the
same time. “At school, I liked English and
really wanted to be a journalist. I managed
to get in at IPC when I was 17, working on
comics and magazines with Stewart Wales,
who was at Look-in from the beginning and
came to IPC as assistant editor on Valiant
from about ’72. In late ’73 he told me that
there was an editorial job on Look-in. I said,
‘That sounds interesting, TV and all that
sort of thing.’ I went for an interview with
Alan Fennell on the Friday. It literally lasted
about five minutes. He said, ‘Yeah you seem
alright’. I started on the Monday.”
With David Cassidy drawing to a close in
late 1973, Alan Parry moved to a comedy
strip for the New Year. “I remember with
Bless This House, as part of the brief, Sid
James expressed to the editors that he didn’t
want too many wrinkles. He didn’t want to
look too old, because he’s got a wonderful
craggy face so I just had that in mind to an
extent.”
“We had a great thing with Michael
Bentine.” Robin Tucek recalled. “He must
have been the most fascinating person I've
ever met. I remember visiting him as we
had Potty Time, to organise royalties for
using his likeness and he wasn't interested.
“I have all I need. I don't want to pay more
tax.” I said, “What about if we give it to
charity?” And he said, “That's a good idea.”
So it went to Save The Children or
something.” Tucek originally wrote Potty
Time but after a while artist Arthur Ranson
took over the scripts.
Now in its fourth year and a success, was
working on Look-in quite attractive?
Richard Tippett responded, “I guess it was
because there was nothing else around like
it. There was literally just TVTimes, Radio
Times, and this junior version of TVTimes.
Nowadays there’s a magazine for
everything. It did have a certain glamour, to
work up at Tottenham Court Road.”
Glamour or not, Alan Fennell showed
signs of wanting to move on. Tippett

recalled, “Whereas Colin spent hours
explaining something, Alan used to say
everything in a few words and that was it.
He was often out of the office doing this,
that and the other. I always remember him
saying he was getting a bit bored with it all.”
At the start of 1975, during a period of strike
turmoil (see Look-in Unfamiliar) Alan
Fennell departed for publishers World
Distributors. Lee said of this, “I think he
stayed in touch for a while but he was just
one of those people that once it’s done, it’s
done. He was proud of it when he was
there, to be the founding editor of Look-in
because he always said that it was his idea.”
Meanwhile, back at Look-in…
‘Sob! It’s a sad day, sob!’ Ed Stewart
started his Newsdesk in an early 1975 issue.
‘Old Thunderchops Fennell, Old
Rumbletum himself, has left Look-in! The
terror of the typewriter has moved up to
Manchester, and left me shaking in my
socks wondering what I can tell you about
Colin Shelbourn, the new editor, that won’t
get me fired on the spot!’ In light of Robin
Tucek’s comments about being responsible
for ‘Newsdesk’, one has to ponder how
much of this were his thoughts, rather than
Stewpot!
But Fennell had left behind him a sound
proud ship, and the start of a publishing
legacy. “It’s funny because when I became
editor in ’75, it was much easier.” Colin
Shelbourn explained. “Look-in was very
obviously the brand leader as a TV-based
magazine for kids. Whenever we spotted a
property that we thought would be good as
a strip we pretty much always got it. Not
quite but pretty much always.”
The foundations were laid for the Lookin era that most remember – the latter half
of the 1970s.
AUTHOR:
SHAQUI LE VESCONTE
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LOOK-IN
UNFAMILIAR
The Look-In You Never Saw - Part One

A

rtwork can be commissioned, yet
remain unused, for a variety of
reasons. Early instalments, either
at script or art level, can be deemed not so
successful, usually being reworked so the
financial outlay is recouped in some way,
but some are occasionally abandoned.
In the case of the Junior TVTimes
Magazine Look-in launched in 1971, the
strips had to be negotiated with the owners
of the television series rights, and a
breakdown in these dealings could lead to
sample and commissioned pages never
seeing print. Artists would also submit
speculative pages in the hope of getting
work, and in recent years, some of these
have come to light.
So prepare to enter the unfamiliar world of
Look-in - the one you never saw. Until now.
The earliest known example is from
Pathfinders, about World War 2 bombing
raids. The art, a sketched layout, is on the
reverse of a published page from the same
story - part 4 of ‘The Menace of the
Granitz’ from issue 1973/11 (the
numbering began each year). The artist,
Frederick Alan Philpott, drew most of this
story but not the published part 3 which,
along with part 1, was drawn by another
artist, Asian. Philpott presumably had the
script to start work, following completion
of part 2 but was unable to continue – a not
uncommon occurrence when unexpected
events, such as illness, mean an artist
cannot meet a deadline. Sadly we may
never know the reason in this instance.
Comparing the two pages shows how both
artists' interpreted the script, giving us an
alternate version. Philpott's layout is more
interesting than Asian's straightforward

framing. The first spreads across the top
giving prominence to the Granitz, with the
masthead space sketched in. The second
and fourth frames have little detail, while
the third is reasonably similar to Asian's,
though omitting the men talking. In frame
5, Philpott concentrates on the view from
the Lancaster's tail backwards, in contrast
to Asian's reversal of this. Frame 6 shows
the greatest difference - Philpott retains the
view of the planes, while Asian switches to
a close-up of the tail gunner. The final
frame retains the three main characters,
but reverses their order from left to right.

successor The Adventures of Black Beauty.
The Tomorrow People, under the skilled
pen of John M. Burns, had been one colour
and one b/w page since it started a year
previously. Commissioned weeks in
advance, Burns had already delivered the
pages when a last minute change saw the
strip moved, and wholly printed in b/w
when The Adventures of Black Beauty took
its colour page. The Tomorrow People
page was reproduced from a bromide,
reduced to the same size as printed in
Look-in, and this was still attached to the
art, leading to this discovery.

Two curios turned up at an online auction
among other Look-in artwork by regular
cover artist Arnaldo Putzu. These were of
American singer Lou Reed, and Ray Davies
of The Kinks, neither of whom appeared
on published covers. The layouts seem
correct, with space for the masthead and
text. Having had a UK hit with ‘Walk On
The Wild Side’ in May 1973, Reed’s new
single ‘Caroline Says’ was released in early
1974. Likewise The Kinks with ‘Mirror of
Love’. This period saw the magazine first
affected by strikes. Issues were undated,
appearing irregularly from January to
March. The potential for these artworks to
have been commissioned weeks in
advance, and then abandoned when
neither single was a hit, is a distinct
possibility - especially as the 1974 volume
ultimately ran to just 50 issues, not 52. It is
entirely possible these from those missing
two issues.

It was in early 1975 that Janet King took
over as art editor, now that the previous
incumbent Colin Shelbourn had been
promoted to editor when Look-in’s creator
Alan Fennell departed to publishers World
Distributors. More strike action threatened
at this point, and she gave some
background to the events. ‘The unions
were quite strong in those days,
particularly print unions. Look-in was part
of the TVTimes chapel, the NUJ (National
Union of Journalists) and they decided
what was what. It was money basically, and
they weren’t getting what they wanted so
they went on strike, and we had to go on
strike as well. We didn’t go into the office
for about six weeks altogether but Colin
managed, on his own more or less. He did
get some freelancers to help him a bit but
he did things like really simple layouts, pinups, and the picture strips obviously. I
don’t think they lost many issues because
of it, and in the end TVTimes got what
they wanted and we all went back.’

Issue 1974/21 saw a change in format for
Look-in. The popular equine series
Follyfoot concluded in the previous issue
after three years, all but a handful drawn by
Mike Noble. He was chosen for its

Issue 1974/50 had a curtailed print run and
limited distribution, with the subsequent
two issues not even printed, according to
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the apologetic editorial in issue 1975/03
which gave readers a brief synopsis of the
missing strips. But the original art pages
did survive, and were discovered in 2008
among other material held by Egmont,
who had acquired IPC/Fleetway’s archive
in the 1990s.
Issue 1974/50 previewed the following
week’s edition showing Elton John in
another superb portrait by Arnaldo Putzu the original of this was among those in the
auction mentioned above. The painting
was ‘re-used’ for the cover of issue
1975/10, with the features reappearing in
later weeks - the 'Exciting Chess
Competition' appears in issue 6, On The
Ball: West Ham in issue 7, and The
Rubettes in issue 8. One can only speculate
which cover art was originally intended for
1975/02! At this point, the strip line up was
Michael Bentine’s Potty Time, Black
Beauty, The Tomorrow People, Doctor At
Sea, and Kung Fu. As luck would have it,
Bless This House was a two-parter across
those unprinted issues, so this was used in
the Look-in TV Comedy Annual later that
year.
Strips from Look-in were quite lucrative
overseas, in countries where the respective
TV series were sold, such as Holland,
Germany, Portugal and, further afield,
South Africa and Brazil. Black Beauty
appeared in Bastei’s weekly comic Felix
from late 1974. The original art still retains
its German language overlays, with the last
of the colour instalments drawn by Leslie
Branton, and the first black and white strip
by Mike Noble. Some censorship is
apparent, with the sound effects of the
cowboy's gun in Noble’s first frame whitedout so he is just waving it in the air, not
firing it. Bastei collected 13 of the stories as
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complete adventures in two magazines in
1975, which featured the missing
instalments and also coloured the
monochrome pages.
Kung Fu was reprinted as complete stories
in each fortnightly edition of KoralleVerlag’s Zack in 1975. The two stories
featuring these missing parts were titled
'Caine im Reiche des Pumas' (Caine in the
Realm of the Pumas) and 'Caine unter
Mordverdacht' (Caine Suspected of
Murder), in issues 24 and 22 respectively.
Most of the original pages had artwork
patches by an uncredited German
illustrator to cover the gap left for
mastheads, For further reprints as part of
the related range of albums, Zack Box, and
Zack Präsentiert: Caine, der Meister des
Kung Fu Band 1, the opening instalments
were also given this treatment to present
the strips as complete graphic novels.
The Potty Time originals by Arthur
Ranson were drawn on thin paper and
sellotaped to card. Earlier instalments,
written by Look-in‘s deputy editor Robin
Tucek, were lettered separately but here
Ranson had taken over authorship drawing and lettered everything as one
artwork. The missing Tomorrow People
originals feature an appearance by former
regular Kenny. Both he and fellow
Tomorrow Person Carol, who left the
series in 1973, had featured briefly in a strip
earlier in 1974 but this second meeting was
unseen until now. The two Doctor At Sea
instalments by John Cooper formed the
conclusion to the story. The second page
for the 1975/01 issue was drawn in the
wrong proportions, being deeper than
necessary, and had the bottom of it masked
off to correct this.

Shortly after Look-in returned to shop
shelves, The Benny Hill Page replaced
Potty Time, drawn by newcomer Andrew
Christine, signing most as just ‘Andy’. His
first two instalments show he created his
own mastheads – one with Letraset, the
second drawn - giving its original title The
Benny Hill Show. Another unseen element
of original art boards are editorial direction
given to the artist. Christine’s first page has
faded pencil text in the margin: ‘Try to get
more action with some frames… vary the
views more. The inking has deadened a
lot… of the pencils, so try to keep it fresh
and free. Be more adventurous with shape
of frames… bits breaking out, etc.‘ Bill
Titcombe took over the strip in 1976, and
his first artwork featured a portrait of
Benny Hill as 'Cousin Jake' in the masthead
area. This was replaced by the usual photo
masthead, seen throughout most of the
strip’s six year run.
Illustrator Andrew Skilleter, better known
for his work for Doctor Who and the 1990s
Fleetway Thunderbirds comics, initially
tried his hand in comics. While he did
some strips for DC Thomson, his first
attempts in 1975 were spec pieces for Dr
Who in TV Comic, and Look-in, including
a cover painting, 'Elton John, I think, and
probably awful!', and The Six Million
Dollar Man. In Skilleter’s own words, he
attempted a mixed style of 'John M Burns
meets Frank Bellamy. It was a selfcommissioned sample devised to show off
my ability with layout, spacecraft, speed
effects, explosions - those were the days
when they were fun - and action figures,
but at the same time make it look like a real
strip page. It was an arrogant attempt to get
a break into Look-in.'
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RUMOURS - PART ONE
Besides the confirmed finds, artists,
documents and artwork sometimes reveal
surprise snippets of information about other
unseen instalments, proposed or abandoned
strips, and alternate frames. But one has to
ponder if more might be out there...
somewhere.
Early examples come in Look-in’s first year,
with a series of strips called Celebrity
Choice. These were unrelated to any
television series but were chosen by
celebrities such as Reg Varney (Stan from
On The Buses), Roger Moore, Ed Stewart
(Look-In's own Stewpot), and Peter Fairley
(ITN's science correspondent).
One strip called ‘Sabotage’, selected by
Timeslip stars Cheryl Burfield and Spencer
Banks, was drawn by Edmond Ripol but
while other existing originals in this series
are all collected under their known titles,
this one is curiously marked as ‘Nicky
Neptune’ - the name of a main character on the artwork boards. Likewise, another
Celebrity Choice strip, drawn by Geoff
Jones, has the published title 'MasterStroke', and an alternative one 'Swim To
Success'. Were these the original titles of the
strips, reprinted from elsewhere, or were
they syndicated for use later on? We may
never know...

explain the lack of novels or annuals for the
series.
Interviewed in 2007, artist Andy Christine
stated that one of the last Benny Hill Pages
he drew, written by Roger Kettle (who he
later created Beau Peep with for The Daily
Star), had the comedian ' ...getting a slap in
the face after dropping an ice cream down a
female's cleavage'.
“I got fed-up doing the ‘kiddie/comic’
approach as the new printing allowed line
and wash technique.” He recalled, “I also
got tired of that kind of writing and tried to
persuade them to let Roger take it another
step… (and) show how it could be
developed. But whoever didn't want to
change. It was quite a coincidence... Look-in
sacked me and my resignation crossed each
other in the post!” However, while he is sure
this was submitted to Look-in and
published, none of Christine’s strips seem to
feature this instalment, and one can only
ponder if this still exists.
With the acquisition of the existing artwork
pages of Look-In from the IPC archive by
private collectors, rumours have circulated
that a New Avengers pilot strip was drawn it is listed in inventories - but presumably
the rights were never acquired or it was
never approved for use. One can only
ponder whether it was b/w or, more
hopefully, colour - a replacement for The
Six Million Dollar Man some time during
1977, as they were already running The
Bionic Woman, perhaps.

Popular magic series Ace of Wands was
rumoured to be sought by Look-in as a
successor to Timeslip. According to Simon
Coward's Ace Of Wands website, creator
Trevor Preston 'was determined to write all
AUTHOR:
new material himself, but the rates offered
for such work were too low'. Another online SHAQUI LE VESCONTE
source close to Preston indicated a strip was
never discussed with him but that he would
have been too busy anyway, which may
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LOOK-IN
UNFAMILIAR
The Look-In You Never Saw - Part Two

G

erry Anderson’s series
Space:1999 launched in
September 1975, held back from
the beginning of the year because of the
same strikes and power cuts that caused
Look-in problems. This delay allowed the
magazine to launch its tie-in strip the
same week as the first episode. The show’s
second season started in some regions,
led by London Weekend Television, a
year later, and a new half-page feature The
Worlds of Gerry Anderson was to have
started at the same time. A half-page strip
called Starcruiser filled out the page.
David Jefferis started work in the summer
of 1976, having previously drawn The
World at War which tied into Thames
Television’s epic documentary series, but
both were held back until issue 1977/02.
This may have been because Anderson,
with co-producer Fred Freiberger, was
developing Starcruiser as a TV series,
concerning a family crew exploring space
in a similar format proposed in the
educational pilot The Day After
Tomorrow: Into Infinity. Jefferis was
never given a format, and his brief from
editor Colin Shelbourn was for
educational content. Following the
success of the Dinky and Airfix versions of
the Eagle Transporter from Space:1999,
parent company Meccano had been
involved in the look of Starcruiser. It went
through several changes to make it
marketable as a die-cast and a kit, with
models constructed by Martin Bower,
who worked on Space:1999. One
particular change impacted on both the
proposed series and strip - the addition of
a one-man gunship interceptor, issued as

a companion kit to the Airfix Starcruiser,
and later modified as a standalone diecast
‘Space Battle Cruiser’ in 1979.
These changes were apparent in the
earliest original strips. Originally the
vessel was called the I.S.U. or Interstellar
Survey Unit, and had a sensor dish on top.
Jefferis had to rework these to include the
Interceptor, and the vessel evolved after
several issues where only the command
module and indistinct silhouettes were
depicted. In another link to Airfix, Jefferis
later drew a ‘Typical Mission Sequence’
strip which was printed on the reverse of
the kit’s assembly instructions.
In correspondence in the 1980s, editor
Colin Shelbourn had mentioned that the
Muppets had been a candidate for a strip
in Look-in but that the copyright right
holders would not sanction one. So it was
a surprise to find an original art page, and

Once again during a
troubled strike-ridden
decade, Look-In lost a
few issues, reputedly
through paper
shortages which saw
issue 1979/05 printed
on matt stock...

one wonders if the Henson Company had
been approached with this first. “It was a
speculative thing.” recalled deputy editor
Robin Tucek. “They wanted to do it, but I
don't think they could get the license
agreed. That was produced to show them,
but they never got it.” The artist remains
unknown, although the script was by
Angus Allan, who was responsible for
most of the publication’s strips at the
time. Unlike most other Muppet stories
and strips, this retained the theatre show
format of the series. As the only single
page strip in Look-in, circa 1976-77, it
may have been considered a replacement
for The Benny Hill Page.
Once again during a troubled strikeridden decade, Look-In lost a few issues,
reputedly through paper shortages which
saw issue 1979/05 printed on matt stock
throughout. Instead of numbers being lost
completely, they were doubled-up so we
had issues 6/7, 16/17 and 18/19, and this
threw production of scheduled strips and
features awry. Issue 1979/06 was shelved,
and its cover art for The Incredible Hulk
held back until issue 1979/23. Two of the
features mentioned on the cover - pop
group Blondie and On The Ball: Derek
Johnstone - were later used for issue
1979/11. An interesting note is the use of
'Bionic Action' on the original issue 6.
The had been used since 1977 as
shorthand for both The Six Million Dollar
Man and The Bionic Woman, but for issue
1979/23 it promoted the new Bionic
Action crossover strip!
With issue 6/7 published a fortnight after
issue 5, subsequent editorial pages
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prepared weeks before could still be used.
But in order for strips to retain continuity,
the artworks had to be renumbered - for
example, pages intended for issue 9 were
now used for issue 8 and so forth. Existing
original art reflects these late mark-up
changes, with the original issue numbers
crossed out and new ones added.
However, the last part of the fourth Mind
Your Language story drawn by Bill
Titcombe, originally for issue 1979/07,
somehow got missed and was never
printed. Existing artwork for the parts
before and after show a continual
sequence of amended issues but this
instalment was missing. So did the art go
astray, and does it still exist?
A tie-in for the American police series
CHiPs began in issue 1979/22, drawn by
Arthur Ranson. However, as Colin
Shelbourn related in correspondence
with the author in the 1980s, 'The English
licensor agent hadn't cleared rights with
the USA principals, so we had to stop
after two weeks.' This resulted in a hastily
written two-page text conclusion in issue
1979/24, with The Smurfs taking up the
slack, bumped up to two pages in colour
until a new strip could fill the absence.
But artwork had been commissioned
weeks in advance, and four more parts
had already been completed, with part six
being unlettered. The text conclusion
follows the script very closely, indicating
that had it been completed, this would
have made a seven-part story.
Having drawn his earlier action strips,
The Bionic Woman and Logan's Run, in a
somewhat sketchy style, CHiPs was
Arthur Ranson's first attempt at more
detailed realism for Look-in. While it is a
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shame CHiPs was curtailed, it meant he
was available for the strip which really
highlighted his talents, Sapphire & Steel,
some weeks later. One can only ponder
who might have drawn that strip instead
had he continued on CHiPs...

METAL MICKEY
Advertised in issue 1981/11, Metal
Mickey is the great 'one that got away'
strip for Look-in - promoted to coincide
with the second series on LWT but
doomed never to appear. The 'Look Out
for Next Week's Look-In' preview shows a
cover with a Metal Mickey insert, and the
readable legend 'Brand New Picture Strip
Starts Today!'. But the published cover
reads 'He's A Pop Star, Too!', for a feature
focusing on his new record. Deprived of
the new strip at late notice, Meet The
Smurfs was again bumped up to two
pages - as had happened with CHiPs two
years earlier - to fill the gap.
Completed weeks in advance, three
instalments were produced, and all six
pages exist. Written by Angus Allan and
drawn by Bill Titcombe, all show
amendments, indicating a more animated
interpretation of the robot did not meet
with approval. Most of these refine
Mickey's head, notably his ears, requiring
Titcombe to block in areas of black
behind the robot in a number of frames to
mask this. ‘They were quite pernickety
about what he looked like,’ Art editor
Janet King recalled. ‘and it all got a bit too
much, I think. They just went on and on,
making comments (like) ‘ We don’t like
this’ (and) ‘This isn’t right’, and in the end
it just wasn’t worth it.’
This was apparently an unusual

occurrence, as Janet explained. ‘At first,
when any strip started, we’d probably had
to send one for approval, to say this is
how it’s going to be, but I don’t remember
ever there being any problem that wasn’t
already judged by us in the office. If it was
alright by us it was usually alright by the
copyright people or the TV company.’
The second page - together with an
overlay with corrections, which Janet
believed was in her handwriting - speaks
volumes for the problems the strip had.
Ironically, comics usually give a chance to
go beyond production limits but rights
owner John Edward wanted to keep
Metal Mickey firmly the same robot, for
good or bad, as seen on television.
Whether this was prudent can be judged
on the strip being pulled because of these
ongoing critiques.
These amends required Bill Titcombe to
rework most frames - the new art is
drawn on adhesive paper and stuck on.
Some state 'arms can't move across & can
only move up about 45º at shoulder' and
'arms can't rise up in air' in response to
Mickey's erratic gesticulating. Others say
the robot's ears 'point forward' and his
head 'should be flatter when sideways/not
semi circular'. The final panel has 'head
must be bigger' and 'looks like he's
walking - he can only glide'.
The second part of this story has not been
lettered, and was presumably the last to
be drawn before the strip was abandoned
- unless anyone knows better! A
compliment slip attached to the art gave
directions from deputy editor Terry
Tatnall to letterer John Aldridge that for
Metal Mickey, he was to, '...please letter in
computer style with jagged-edge
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balloons' as in the first strip. Without
captions or dialogue, how the story
continues is difficult to determine.
Mickey rides on the London
Underground, attracting attention from
commuters, and probably making quips
to and about them, before reaching 10
Downing Street. One can only ponder if
Mrs Thatcher herself was about to make a
cameo!
New heads for Mickey have been pasted
on in some frames, in response to
partially erased directions in the margins
which read 'Head too fat' and 'Straight
mouth'. He is wholly redrawn in frame
ten, to correct bent legs stepping off the
train - another partially erased comment
states 'These legs should be straight' - but
this results in him seeming to hover off
the ground near it!
At about this time, work was also
progressing on the ©1981 Look-in
Television Annual, to be published that
autumn. A two-page Metal Mickey strip
was also prepared, and its completion
leads to speculation this may have been
drawn first as a pilot. The story involves
the robot becoming attracted to a
weighing machine while out to getting
'Atomic Thunderbuster' sweets.
As with the weekly strip, several of
Mickey's faces have been redrawn and
pasted on, and the blacking in behind
Mickey to mask amendments is evident
again. One frame appears to show him
smiling more obviously than the real
robot could. Another shows him raising
his arm in agreement - this has been
pasted out altogether, and some wit possibly Titcombe himself - has pencilled
'armless enough ain't he!' at the bottom

of the board. The final reworked frame
originally showed Mickey running,
something the stiff-legged robot could
not do, so he now glides away.
The artwork seemingly unapproved, the
script was reworked as a text story, 'A
Weighty Problem for Metal Mickey', to
replace it, accompanied with a photo of
the robot in his cap and scarf that Bill
Titcombe had used as reference in the
weekly strip.
John Edward, the creator/operator of
'Metal Mickey', offered his own
perspective, commenting on the annual
strip, 'The whole comic angle is totally
wrong. Mickey is not attracted to other
machines, he likes girls! Pink fleshy bits
appeal to him. Only one episode of the
original series had him 'fancying' a
washing machine.' Edward liked the
artwork even less, '...sloppy with
unrealistic arm angles etc.', and is
uncertain why the strip was pulled, but
adds as the continuing owner of the
'Metal Mickey' brand, 'I'm quite pleased
that it was, though.'
Artist Bill Titcombe offered his own
viewpoint. 'The creator (of Metal
Mickey) caused so many problems - nit
picking here, there and everywhere - that
editor Colin Shelbourn decided not to
continue with the venture'. And so issue
12 had the apology 'Sorry, all you Metal
Mickey fans who were looking forward to
the start of the picture strip we
mentioned in last week's Look-In: owing
to a last minute hitch, we can't bring
Mickey's strip to you for the time being.'

the following year. Initially in black and
white then in full colour, it was drawn by
Edgar Hodges, who illustrated the Metal
Mickey annuals for publisher Stafford
Pemberton.
With regard to these, Edward
commented, 'The artwork isn't too bad,
at least the basic shapes were accurate.
Never once did the artist choose a closeup or use his eyes which are the only
means he has of expressing himself...
closed eyelids; crossed pupils, the wink,
body spinning... etc. The script is not
Metal Mickey at all. His character is
someone else’s… all ersatz rubbish, I'm
afraid.'
In light of how, in more recent years,
branding is strictly adhered to for quality,
readers may have mixed feelings about
Edward's stance. Was he right or wrong?
We leave the last words with him… 'My
enduring memory of the artwork
perpetrated at the time was that it was
dull, inaccurate, uninspired with wrong
shapes, and badly drawn. It was all slung
together to cash in on the success of the
TV series as is so often the case. My
advice to artists is don't draw from
memory - look with your eyes at the real
thing or photographs and if you can't
hack it, trace the shapes! You'd think
there would be a happy balance, but in
the area we are discussing, it plainly was
not to be...
AUTHOR:
SHAQUI LE VESCONTE

Despite the problems Look-in had, D C
Thomson were successful in getting a
Metal Mickey strip launched in TV Tops
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TAMMY
A Quiet Revolution

"S

ugar and spice and all things
nice, that's what little girls
are made of..." (Yeah, right!)
Behind those brightly coloured covers
depicting cheery young girls with very
white teeth, there was a quiet comics
revolution going on.
Says Pat Mills, "Tammy was the creation
of Gerry Finley-Day. It was
groundbreaking for its stories and had a
really big circulation. It was the role-model
for other girls comics and it led indirectly
to Battle and then Action and 2000AD. So,
it all really began with Gerry Finley-Day."
That "really big circulation" was in
excess of 200,000 - 50 times more than
some comics in the 21st century. And that
was per week!
So, why don't we know more about
Tammy? Pat thinks "it’s been partly
whitened out of the picture because there
are stronger fans of Jinty, for example. I
don’t think Tammy has the same
knowledgeable fan base. But Tammy really
was the equivalent of 2000AD. It would be
easy to pick on some of the excesses of the
early stories, but that’s because everyone
was learning their craft. You could point to
stories like Slaves of War Orphan Farm
which was very very brutal. But then other
stories which were quite tough, shall we
say, like No Tears for Molly, were very
successful with the audience. Gerry really
knew what he was doing, he was very
committed to it and was very imaginative.
He came up with some extraordinary ideas
which were way ahead of their time."
So, who is this Gerry Finley-Day? Well,
he was born in Broughty Ferry in 1947.
That was where Dudley D. Watkins lived to
be close to Dundee and the famous DC

Thomson. Unsurprising, therefore that
GFD should begin work at that most
famous of publishers. [Other people who
worked there and whom you may
recognise from 2000AD are: Pat Mills
himself, John Wagner, Alan Grant, Cam
Kennedy, Ian Kennedy (no relation),
Grant Morrison, Mick McMahon... You get
the idea.]
In his early 20s, GFD became deputy
editor of IPC's girls comics.
Tammy was to be a new take on comics
for girls. IPC actually commissioned
research to find out what real girls really
wanted to read. It turns out that they liked,
in Pat's words "a heightened streak of
cruelty". So what were these new types of
story about?
"At that time I was freelancing," says Pat,
"and Gerry gave me a story, Aunt Aggie. It
was very much based on people like
Hughie Green and Jimmy Saville. Gerry
was way ahead of the curve there. I didn’t
do a very good job on the story and it’s a
big regret of mine because it’s right up my
street and I think Gerry sensed that.
"I joined Tammy about a couple of years
into its run. Gerry was very much my
personal mentor because he suggested that
if I had a period in the office it would help
me acquire certain skills on girls comics
writing and he was right. So, I worked inhouse at Tammy for a while.
"Alongside those stories people might
see as just nasty violence or something,
there were some very groundbreaking
stories that need remembering. For
example, Ella on Easy Street is one I
always quote. It was illustrated by
Casanovas. I would say it was the female
equivalent of the film Loneliness of the

Long Distance Runner insofar as the
heroine challenges the idea of meritocracy
and success. For her, success is having a
happy family and if everyone is studying
and working long hours and going to night
school and all the rest of it, that’s pulling at
the fabric of a family. So, I always found
that story particularly impressive.
"Another story that was very very
important was one called Little Miss
Nothing. It was vastly popular, a runaway
success, and it led to endless variations. It
was a Cinderella story really. It’s a classic
story that would still work today. In other
words you have the heroine who has got a
cruel stepmother or cruel uncle or
whatever it is and she is trying to achieve
against all the odds. And that struck a
massive chord in our readership and I
think it would strike a similar chord in a
readership today."
Becky Never Saw the Ball was well
named because Becky was, in fact, blind.
She even wore bandages! But she could
always sense where the tennis ball was.
Now, if this seems rather similar to
Marvel's Daredevil, you may wonder if
Gerry Finley-Day was inspired by that
script. Later, during the long gestation of
Rogue Trooper (first appearance 1981),
Gerry mentioned Marvel's Deathlok the
Demolisher (created in 1979 by Rich
Buckler and Doug Moench) and his
symbiotic computer. This inspired the
three biochips which contained the entire
personalities of three GIs. So, Gerry was
certainly aware of what people were
reading in the Marvel Universe.
Tammy's stories were not all set in the
present. Sarah in the Shadows was set in
Dickensian, Victorian times; Katie on Thin
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Ice was set in 1815. The Slaves of War
Orphan Farm delivers on the rather
downbeat title and No Tears for Molly
would never lead you to believe that you
were in for a bundle of laughs. One of the
most talked about stories, now back in
print, is Bella at the Bar; this was not about
a barmaid, but was based on Olga Korbut,
one of the Soviet Union's most famous
gymnasts, a well known face in the 1970s.
John Wagner, who had been chief subeditor of DCT's Romeo, a very readable,
amusing, and under-rated comic, joined
the merry Tammy team and wrote School
for Snobs.
The other person who is very important
in the Tammy Story is Wilf Prigmore. He
started about 1971 in IPC's Competitions
Department. Wandering about the various
departments, he got to know Gerry and
Pat. He was eventually given the extremely
important job of Tammy's assistant subeditor. His job was important because
many scripts were translated into Spanish
for Spanish artists to draw them. The
artists were good, but sometimes the
translators did not choose an appropriate
idiom. He gives an example in an interview
with Bournemouth University's Julia
Round. "Children blow raspberries" means
they are sticking out their tongues while
making a rude noise, but the artist,
understandably, drew them chucking
raspberries. When some pages arrived
from Spain, a certain amount of redrawing
became necessary.
Eventually, Wilf became a group editor
and was tasked with creating a girls
mystery comic. Pat Mills had given him a
book about the movies for inspiration. In
the book was Play Misty for Me, the Clint
Eastwood film about an obsessive fan.
Thus was born Misty, another great comic.
Pat Mills: "So, that’s really how things
ran on Tammy. At some point, maybe 4 or
5 years down the line, Gerry went
freelance and it then got taken over by Wilf
Prigmore who was Gerry’s Assistant
Editor. I think Wilf probably kept it on
course because he would have been very
much aware of the stories that the readers
liked and so on.

"But the thing to recognise, and this is
what publishers hate because they like to
think we can all be replaced, is that you
couldn’t replace Gerry. Gerry was a kind of
wildcard and he just came up with these
fantastic ideas. For example, Camp on
Candy Island which is about a nightmarish
holiday camp, obviously inspired by The
Prisoner. He came up with Granny’s Town
about sinister grannies on the south coast,
probably inspired by Arsenic and Old
Lace.
"He just had a fantastic imagination and
he was incredibly supportive, not just of
me but of many writers. For example, one
writer had had a stroke and therefore had
to talk through his wife and Gerry was so
supportive of that person. And these
things matter in this world. These things
are important and that’s why I get very
protective about Gerry when people are
doing creator-baiting on him in later years.
A true editor does have that genuine
paternalism about him which Gerry had.
It’s interesting that even before I had met
the guy, people were trashing him. So, it
must be in his karma to somehow invite
that level of irritation. I think it’s a form of
jealousy. When you have someone who is a
maverick creator like that, lesser souls find
that quite uncomfortable to deal with."
Tammy lasted 13 years - 689 issues! which, in the age of amalgamating comics
in a sometimes vain attempt to boost sales,
is quite remarkable. But it was Tammy
which in its long life absorbed Sally,
Sandie, Jane, Princess, Jinty (which
brought a touch of sci-fi to the paper), and
Misty (for a touch of horror).
Unfortunately, when Tammy inherited
Bessie Bunter, the change of tone did not
help. Bessie, sister of Billy, had been about
since 1919 in an old paper called The
Magnet. She was the creation of Charles
Hamilton aka Frank Richards, and her
boarding school based japes were well out
of date before Tammy got landed with her.
[Historical aside: In his essay, Boys'
Weeklies, George Orwell famously
assumed that no one person wrote all the
stories in The Magnet and The Gem.
Charles Hamilton wrote to him and forced

a retraction from Orwell because, indeed,
Frank Richards was solely him and not a
team of hacks trained to write in a
particular style.]
Now, in case you are still sceptical that
Tammy led directly to Battle, Action, and
2000AD, lets revisit some of the
descriptions of this girls comic: "excess of
early stories", "brutal", "tough", "a
heightened streak of cruelty", "nasty
violence", and, especially,
"groundbreaking".
After Gerry Finley-Day went freelance,
he was brought on board to work on Battle
Picture Weekly. He developed a lot of
characters for this new boys comic: Rat
Pack, The Bootneck Boy (ie a member of
the Royal Marines), D-Day Dawson, OneEyed Jack.
Then there was the (in)famous Action.
He liked creating honourable, sympathetic
German characters like Hellman of
Hammer Force. Could he have been
inspired by Hans von Hammer, aka Enemy
Ace, by Bob Kanigher and Joe Kubert
from 1965? As we saw above, he was
certainly aware of American creations.
Then, there is 2000AD. Gerry was there
from Tammy, as were Pat Mills and John
Wagner. Jim Baikie had drawn for Tammy
and went on to greater fame with Skizz
and other creations with Alan Moore.
So, if you have previously avoided girls
comics - an outdated distinction, perhaps,
since many comics have both male and
female fans - Tammy is in fact the catalyst
which changed UK - and American comics forever. Behind those deceptively
bright and cheerful covers a quiet
revolution had started which did not
remain quiet for very long. And Gerry
Finley-Day is the creator who lit the spark.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE
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GREEN LANTERN
/GREEN ARROW
Green Lantern #85 is one of the most important comics published in
1971, but not just because it openly tackles the problem of drugs.

Green Lantern #85 is one of the most
important comics published in 1971, but
not just because it openly tackles the
problem of drugs.
DC’s Editorial Director, Carmine
Infantino, encouraged good work from
his writers and artists, but he didn’t
realise that, business-wise, he was being
played by Marvel’s Martin Goodman.
From 1969, DCs and Marvels had been
regularly priced at 15 cents. Goodman
had come to an agreement with Infantino
to raise all their regular comics to 25
cents - rather a large price hike at the
time - but to compensate the reader there
would be 52 pages per issue rather than
36. The DC spines said “Bigger and
Better”, so you would get the message.
Infantino wrote a letter directed at the
fans, employing some idioms from that
time period:

However, fans of Neal Adams’ artwork
and Denny O’Neil’s clever dialogue may
have found the Green Lantern reprint a
bit dated. It originally appeared in 1962
and it has its charms but …
Sean Howe, in Marvel Comics the Untold
Story, tells us what happened next:
“But after a month, Goodman
immediately cut back to fewer pages at 20
cents, and offered newsstand proprietors
a bigger cut of the profits, ensuring that
Marvel would get better rack space. The
slow-footed DC tried to make a go of
their higher-priced, thicker comics, but
… by the time they crawled back to the
20-cent price point, they’d lost the battle
and the war. For the first time in its
history, Marvel Comics was the number
one comic book company in the world.”

“Lets stop and rap a moment … we owe
you an explanation …
“As you must know, the cost of producing
our comics these past few years has
skyrocketed beyond belief. Nevertheless,
we have continued to hold the same price
… “That moment has now come, and we
must capitulate to the terrible tyrant …
inflation.
“You will notice that we have given you
with this magazine more pages for your
hard-earned bread – not just ordinary
pages, but specially selected stories that
we were planning for a special time …
and that time is now!”
Indeed, in the Kirby comics there were
special stories since they were reprints of
classic Kirby from his DC period.

The Comics Code
people put their hands
up and wrote a more
liberal code. DC, one
of the instigators of the
code in 1954, had
always stuck by its
rules on all its
publications...

Actually, that last point is not quite
accurate. In 1952, DC was selling 7.5
million copies per year; Dell was selling
10 million; Martin Goodman’s Atlas
comics was selling a staggering 15.2
million! Of course, in 1957 Goodman’s
distributor ANC closed down and
suddenly Atlas was left with no means of
distribution. But that’s another story for
another time.
In 1971, DC had been “slow-footed” in
another respect. A few months before
GL#85, the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare had approached
Stan Lee to see if he could use the comics
to warn his audience about the dangers of
drugs. However, any mention of drugs in
a story would cause the comic magazine
to be refused a Comic Code seal of
approval. Goodman and Lee decided that
a direct request from the US government
outweighed any strictures of the
increasingly out-of-date Code, and so
Spider-Man #s 96-98 were the first to
appear without the famous stamp of
approval. Articles appeared all over the
world, including in the UK’s Daily
Express. The Comics Code people put
their hands up and wrote a more liberal
code. DC, one of the instigators of the
code in 1954, had always stuck by its
rules on all its publications which
displayed the National/DC logo. Dell and
Classics Illustrated had never agreed that
they needed the Code in the first place.
And so it was that DC waited until the
Code was changed before publishing a
story about the dangers of drugs.
However, DC’s contribution is, in fact, a
better told story than Marvel’s. And there
are good reasons for that.
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In 1965, it was Roy Thomas who invited
Denny O’Neil to be his editorial assistant.
One day in the bullpen, Stan Lee, that old
square, spotted that O’Neil’s t-shirt had a
cannabis design on the front and told him
off for wearing it. O’Neil was clearly
coming from a different world than Stan.
Finding that he wasn’t getting enough
writing assignments at Marvel, O’Neil
started moonlighting at Charlton, which
had been publishing some interesting
comics under Dick Giordano’s editorship.
For his Charlton scripts he used the name
Sergius O’Shaughnessy, a name he
borrowed from The Deer Park by
Norman Mailer. Given that this 1955
novel was originally refused publication
for being allegedly obscene, you can see
that O’Neil was not restricting his
reading to stories that would be approved
by any Code.
He wrote many good stories at Charlton,
the two most interesting being Children
of Doom and The Prankster.
Children of Doom (Charlton Premiere
#2, 1967 – reprinted in Art in Time,
Abrams ComicArts, 2010) is a sci-fi tale
of atomic war which wears a political
message on its sleeve. O’Neil’s script
pushed the under-rated Pat Boyette to
create some of his finest artwork.
Inspired by Alex Toth and Jim Steranko,
with a little dash of Hannes Bok and
Virgil Finlay, Boyette originally wanted
the whole story to be in black and white
and he used the shading of Zip-a-Tone
very effectively, but Dick Giordano
insisted some of the pages be in colour.
The overall effect was outstanding at the
time. It was clear that Charlton were able
to produce stories for an intelligent
readership which were not what you
would expect.
When I first read The Prankster (in
Thunderbolt #60, Aug/Sept 1967, the
final issue), I immediately related it to
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In 1967, Stan Lee fired
O’Neil and he
followed Giordano,
Ditko, Aparo and
others to start a new
wave at DC
Harlan Ellison’s “Repent, Harlequin,”
said the Ticktockman (1965). Both are
about a rebel who, for a time at least
avoids capture by the authorities; both
are lighthearted in tone; both have a little
political message, even if set in the future.
But had O’Neil read this famous author
and comics fan? Yes, he had. They were
good friends. O’Neil had even read the
Scottish poet Lord Byron (a rather
amoral rebel who would clearly appeal to
O’Neil) and quotes him in the story: “If I
laugh at any mortal thing, ‘tis that I may
not weep.” Jim Aparo did a great job on
the art for the only 7 pages that ever
appeared.
In 1967, Stan Lee fired O’Neil and he
followed Giordano, Ditko, Aparo and
others to start a new wave at DC.
Archie Comics’ editor in 1959 was Joe
Simon, Kirby’s old partner on many best
sellers. He does not seem to have given
the 18 year old Neal Adams much
encouragement, so eventually Adams
left. For a while he assisted Howard
Nostrand on the newspaper strip Bat
Masterson and then did some
commercial art.
In 1962, due to the success of the TV
series, Ben Casey, there was a deal for a
newspaper strip. Al Capp’s brother, Jerry
Caplin recommended Adams for the

assignment. This medical drama dealt
with many problems including drug
addiction because the audience for
newspaper strips was felt to be more
adult than those who read comic books
(many kids, of course, read both, but folk
who have these opinions are rarely
interested in the truth). When the TV
series and the strip ended in 1966, Adams
spent some time at Warren under Archie
Goodwin. Warren only published
magazines and so was also not subject to
the Comics Code.
Then Joe Kubert was persuaded to draw
the Green Berets newspaper strip and
Bob Kanigher needed a good artist at
DC. Adams started with Jerry Lewis and
Bob Hope comics – after all he had
worked on Ben Casey – but then finally
had a hit with Deadman. However,
Adams insisted on remaining freelance
and still did work for Warren and some
famous books for Marvel.
Then he redesigned Green Arrow who
was needing a bit of modernizing. Then
Green Arrow got teamed up with Green
Lantern…
So, a politically inclined writer and an
artist who liked his independence, and
who would eventually help to get a
settlement for Siegel and Shuster, team
up on a book where their bosses,
Infantino and Julie Schwartz, give them
quite a free reign. How good is that? Well
…
Famous letter writer, Guy H. Lillian III,
was very impressed. He called the team
“Denny O’Neal Adams” because they
worked so well together. He says in his
contribution to GL#85: “O’Neil’s political
feelings may not match yours … but that
he can present them in Green Lantern in
so brilliant … a fashion is a credit to the
industry and its editor.”
The cover starts with a spoiler. Just in
case you don’t get the fact that Speedy’s
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paraphernalia isn’t enough of a visual cue
that he’s on drugs, DRUGS! are
mentioned twice, in bold red with an
exclamation mark. Then Arrow uses the
word Junkie. But there’s more to the
story than that overstated melodrama.
The story inside starts with Green Arrow
getting (ironically) badly injured by … an
arrow. Pages 4 and 5 are concerned with
him trying to get help. Two not-Good
Samaritans pass him by: “It’s not smart to
get involved, Mary!” There’s a telephone
box, but it’s out of order. A traffic cop
advises him, “Go home and sleep it off,
fella!” A taxi won’t stop. He eventually
makes it to A&E and the receptionist
informs him, without even looking at
him, “We’re very busy tonight! Could
you come back in the morning?” He
collapses and upsets her whole desk.
Now he’s got attention.
I have remembered that sequence since I
first saw it. It has sardonic humour. It has
a genuine point to make about how
people make assumptions and are so
caught up with themselves they ignore
others. A&E can get overwhelmed, but
people cannot choose when they get
assaulted. Out of 14 panels, 9 are silent.
No words are needed when Adams gives
you all the information you need.

remember what you have to say.
Al Collins was impressed: “This is, in
fact, my first letter to a comic book…” He
cannot praise the team enough: “I
cannot praise too highly the work of Neal
Adams, Dick Giordano and Denny
O’Neil in these past months of the ‘newnow’ Green Lantern. If the term ‘golden
age’ can be properly applied to any
period of time in comix [sic] history, it is
to these months, these men.”
But were there enough Als and Guys?
Apparently not. A mere four issues later
this “golden age” was over. Julie
Schwartz summed it up: “Relevance is
dead.” At the time, it seemed he was right
and people did not want a lecture with
their entertainment. But considering
how often this series has been
reprinted, perhaps it was just a
little ahead of its time. And
#85 was still one of the
most important books of
1971.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE

When the Arrow and Lantern team up,
they get knocked out by the perps and
given drugs. This leads to an admittedly
ludicrous sequence of Lantern operating
his ring while under the influence and
thus creating psychedelic, monstrous
characters. But O’Neil often injects a
humorous element in his scripts and
Adams’ huge panels really stand out, so
somehow, it all just works.
Aristotle said that the purpose of
literature was “docere et delectare”, to
teach and to delight. If you can wrap your
message in the sugar pill of a good story,
then your audience is more likely to
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COUNTDOWN

THE SPACE-AGE COMIC
Although 2000AD is quite rightly respected as the standout British adventure weekly of
the 1970s, there was another title launched in that decade that made an
impact due to its impeccable artwork and science fiction strips. The comic was
Countdown, released by Polystyle Publications on Saturday February 13th 1971.

T

he first mention of Countdown
was in the long-running TV
Comic a week earlier. In a short
feature celebrating TV Comic’s 1000th
issue it casually mentioned that “Next
week a new space adventure comic,
Countdown, appears and all you Dr.
Who fans will find him there”. A Doctor
Who strip had been running in TV
Comic since 1964 but had become
surprisingly absent of late. Now we knew
why.
The editor of Countdown was Dennis
Hooper, who had been the original art
editor on TV Century 21 in 1965. There
were striking similarities between the
two comics, not least being that
Countdown had acquired the licence to
run strips based on the TV shows of
Gerry Anderson. Although TV21 (as it
had been truncated to) was still running
in 1971 it had relinquished the licence to
the Anderson material a year earlier.
Therefore, Countdown could include
strips featuring Thunderbirds, Stingray,
Captain Scarlet, and all the other
Supermarionation shows, and most
prominently Anderson’s latest show the
live action UFO. In a way it felt only right
that Countdown should run strips based
on the Gerry Anderson properties as its
companion title TV Comic had been
running Fireball XL5, Supercar, and strip
adaptations of earlier Anderson shows
before TV21 had come along.
Polystyle Publications were a relatively

small company compared to their rivals
IPC and D.C. Thomson. Besides TV
Comic they also published a couple of
pre-school comics, Pippin and Playland.
In the early 1970s the comics market was
very busy, and ever-changing, with
comics coming and going all the time.
Could Countdown survive in this volatile
environment?
The biggest rival to Countdown was a
comic that had launched just a month
earlier; Look-In, dubbed “The Junior TV
Times”. It featured comic strips and
features based on popular ITV shows and
was actually published by ITV. This
ensured Look-In had regular
promotional adverts on the TV channel.
Look-In was edited by Dennis Hooper’s
old colleague Alan Fennell, who had
previously been editor of TV Century 21.
Like Look-In, Countdown was printed
on quality glossy paper using the
photogravure process. Dennis Hooper
even explained this in his editorial in
issue one, educating readers to the print
technique. The advantage of
photogravure was that it allowed for
excellent reproduction of photographs
and fully painted artwork, something not
possible for comics that were printed on
cheap newsprint such as Lion or Valiant.
Hooper chose some of the top artistic
talent available to work on Countdown.
Creators such as Gerry Haylock, Harry
Lindfield, Frank Langford, Brian Lewis,
Don Harley, Martin Asbury, John Burns

and many more. Several of them had
previously worked for TV Century 21,
making Countdown seem even more like
a direct continuation of that respected
comic. Two of the premier league artists
conspicuous by their absence were Frank
Bellamy and Mike Noble. Alan Fennell
had already snapped up Noble to be a
regular artist on Look-In, and Frank
Bellamy was busy drawing the Garth
comic strip every day for the Daily
Mirror. Unlike other British comics of the
period, Countdown actually published a
credit line for each artist on every strip,
although the writers remained
anonymous.
John Burns was the artist on a full colour
strip, also titled Countdown, named after
the spaceship in the story. This was an
original serial that had no connection to
any TV show. However, it did use
spacecraft designs from the MGM movie
2001: A Space Odyssey. While the
Countdown crew had been on a mission
in space, Earth had succumbed to the
control of a fascist dictator, Commander
Costra. The stories concerned Costra’s
attempts to destroy Countdown while its
crew fought to overthrow the tyrant.
Although some comics would have
presented this scenario in a simpler, gung
ho fashion, Countdown dealt with it
more sedately and with various twists
and turns. The scripts, said to be by
Dennis Hooper, could also be quite
dialogue-heavy. This was quite
sophisticated for a children’s comic at the
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time, as were some of the artistic choices
made by John Burns. As such, the
Countdown serial is highly regarded by
its readers. Although the 70 part saga
would make an ideal graphic novel the
possibility of it ever being reprinted is
remote due to MGM owning the
copyright to the spaceship designs.
Countdown was quite a slim comic,
having just 24 pages, when the norm for
most comics by then was 32 pages but it
was a case of quality over quantity thanks
to its high calibre artists. A unique
gimmick to the comic, and in keeping
with its title, was that the page
numbering ran backwards! The front
cover was page 23, and the back cover
was page 0. Thankfully the pagination of
the stories themselves flowed the usual
way to avoid any further confusion.
The contents were a mixture of serials,
one long complete story, a page of
funnies (initially Dastardly and Muttley)
and articles on space exploration,
science, and UFO sightings. The UFO
phenomenon was very much a hot topic
of the early 1970s thanks to the
popularity of Eric Von Daniken’s
Chariots of the Gods books, and
numerous paperbacks by other authors
detailing UFO sightings and close
encounters. Countdown took quite a
level-headed attitude to the subject,
presenting the facts but also casting
doubt on the more dubious claims.
The comic strips were undoubtedly the
main selling point of Countdown,
offering the readers dynamic new stories
of their TV favourites. This was during
the time that Jon Pertwee was playing the
third Doctor, and artists Harry Lindfield
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With issue No.46,
‘The Space-Age Comic’
subtitle was dropped,
replaced by
‘Countdown for TV
Action’ on the
masthead. That issue
also saw UFO become
the permanent
‘Countdown Complete’
and Gerry Haylock captured the actor’s
likeness perfectly. Unfortunately for the
scriptwriters of the early issues it was
also the period of the TV show where
The Doctor was exiled on Earth without
the use of his TARDIS, but Countdown
came up with its own methods for time
travel adventures, such as simply having
The Doctor slip through a rift in time to
World War Two, not dissimilar to the
method used in ITV’s Timeslip.
The Countdown Completes, which were
six page complete stories, featured a
different show each issue and
occasionally original science fiction
stories. Issue 2 gave us an origin story for
The Secret Service, revealing information
that hadn’t been seen on the TV show.
However, some readers may have been
unfamiliar with the characters as this

Gerry Anderson show starring Stanley
Unwin as a vicar doubling as a secret
agent was only broadcast in a few regions
and axed after 13 episodes. Issues 4 to 7
of Countdown gave us a short Secret
Service serial drawn by Peter Ford but
after that the strip was dropped from the
comic.
For some reason, the covers of the early
issues of Countdown didn’t feature
artwork. Instead, they’d be related to
features, covering anything from hot air
balloons to Edwardian Buses. Hardly a
true reflection of its content, and
possibly deterring readers who might
have thought it was an educational
magazine. Perhaps this had an effect on
sales, because as early as issue 19,
Countdown had its first revamp, with its
logo tweaked, adding the sub-title ‘The
Space-Age Comic’ and strips starting to
feature regularly on the covers, rotating
between UFO, Doctor Who, and the
Countdown serial.
Another indication of sales not being as
high as expected came in subsequent
weeks, with reprints of Fireball XL5,
Stingray, and Thunderbirds taking up a
few pages, with stories that had
previously appeared only six years earlier
in TV21. Any hopes of seeing Frank
Bellamy art in all its glory were cut short
though, as his Thunderbirds three pagers
had their panels trimmed and resized to
fit onto two pages and in black and white
instead of colour. Mike Noble’s Fireball
XL5 strips were also reprinted in black
and white, and turned sideways to fit two
pages onto one. Even so, with these
1960s classics published alongside
modern 1970s Dr.Who and UFO strips,
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Countdown was definitely a quality
comic.
More changes were to come. With issue
No.35 the Countdown logo was tweaked
again, becoming a bolder, more
traditional yellow on red masthead. That
issue also saw the start of a major new
series, The Persuaders, based on the
popular action adventure TV show
starring Roger Moore and Tony Curtis.
The strip took up a regular position on
the front cover and two full colour inside
pages superbly illustrated by Harry
Lindfield. Significantly, The Persuaders
marked Countdown’s first departure
away from science fiction strips, and it
would herald bigger changes to come.
With issue No.46, ‘The Space-Age
Comic’ subtitle was dropped, replaced
by ‘Countdown for TV Action’ on the
masthead. That issue also saw UFO
become the permanent ‘Countdown
Complete’, running six pages selfcontained stories every week. Those of
us who were accustomed to British
comics changing and evolving began to
suspect that something was happening.
However we were distracted and
overjoyed by a surprise appearance in
the cliffhanger to the Doctor Who strip
in issue 48 as The Daleks turned up and
remained part of the story for several
weeks!
Issue 57 saw the masthead change again,
now reading ‘TV Action in…
Countdown’, setting us up for the biggest
change to the comic yet. With issue
No.59, the printing method shifted from
photogravure to web offset, the page size
became taller, and the comic was retitled
TV Action + Countdown!

Doctor Who became the new permanent
cover strip for TV Action, with every
week kicking off with a large painted
panel, continuing inside in grey wash, all
gloriously illustrated by Gerry Haylock.
The comic gained a few new stories too;
Hawaii Five-O (drawn by Leslie
Branton), and Tightrope (drawn by
Stanley Houghton). The long complete
stories were dropped, although UFO
continued as a serial. Clearly this was no
longer ‘The Space Age Comic’. Polystyle
had effectively relaunched it as a new
comic with little fanfare. Another major
new series was Mission Impossible
arriving in issue 88 with stunning art by
John Burns.
This format became stable for TV Action
for nearly a year, but did it actually boost
sales? Possibly not, as issue 101 brought
one more (and final) revamp. With a new
logo riddled with bullet holes, the
comic’s new look replaced the cover strip
with a full cover painting showcasing the
‘Big Story’ in that issue. The six page
(now seven page) complete stories had
returned, spotlighting a different show
each issue. First to benefit from these
longer stories was The Protectors, Gerry
Anderson’s new live action TV series
with a dynamic painted cover, with
artwork inside by Frank Langford. Issue
102 saw TV detective Cannon as the big
story, with art by Martin Asbury. Issue
103 showcased Mission Impossible by
John Burns, and so on. There were also
new regular serials to fit in such as the
Western saga Alias Smith and Jones, and
the humour strip Dads Army (art by Bill
Titcombe). TV Action’s contents were an
ever-changing line up as stories would be
rested and rotated for a few weeks to

accommodate others. It was also during
this time that the comic began imitating
Look-In by featuring full colour pin ups
of pop stars.
An important moment for fans of Doctor
Who occurred in issue 126. In a reply to a
reader’s letter, the editor revealed that
The Doctor’s home planet was named
Gallifrey. This was before it was even
mentioned on the TV show, but Dennis
Hooper had his connections at the BBC.
In August 1973, after 132 issues, TV
Action quietly merged into TV Comic,
with only Doctor Who, Dad’s Army and
Droopy surviving. Several reasons are
thought to have contributed to its
demise, including unreliable distribution.
The main problem though was that
children’s attention relating to space
exploration had dwindled since the
Moon landing of 1969. The ‘Space Race’
was over and kids were interested in
other things. The shift from Countdown
to TV Action had been a good attempt to
capture the new enthusiasm for more
grounded adventures but it seems not
enough readers noticed it. However, for
the readers who had stayed loyal to
Countdown/TV Action the publication
is still fondly remembered as one of the
best British comics of all time.
AUTHOR:
LEW STRINGER
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Air Pirate Funnies #1 & 2,
The Tortoise and the Hare
Founded by Dan O'Neill, other material
by Bobby London, Shary Flenniken,
Gary Hallgren, and Ted Richards
Publisher - Last Gasp (USA)
One of the most (in)famous parody
comics in history, Air Pirates Funnies
starred a mouse called Mickey and
featured recognisable parodies of
many other Disney characters, all of
them taking part in very un-Disney
adventures - complete with plenty of
sex and plenty of drugs. It was
incendiary and radical to some, a
ridiculous obsession that set back the
cause of parody by decades to others.
And yes, of course there was a
lawsuit… in fact there were many of
them, and the story of those is almost
as famous as the comic itself.
Each Air Pirates issue led off with
an assault on Disney's characters by
O'Neill, London, and Hallgren, with
O'Neill's belief that Disney was the
epitome of everything wrong with
American culture clear to see.
Frankly, O'Neill seemed
determined to get sued, no matter
what, and there are some wonderful
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anecdotes around Air Pirates and the
lawsuit (some of them true, many not
so much), but one that seems to be
definitely true is the one about
O'Neill getting the son of a Disney
board member to smuggle Air Pirates
Funnies into a Disney board meeting.
And each time it went to court, the
same thing played out – Disney won,
O’Neill ignored the verdict and
carried on making more comics
seemingly intended to incense
Disney. As the other members of the
Air Pirates settled over time, O'Neill
carried on until 1980 when, convicted
of contempt of court for his
continuing refusal to engage with
prior verdicts, he finally agreed to
stop making the material and Disney
dropped the case, dropping the
contempt charges and effectively
washing their hands of the whole
affair as long as O'Neill just stopped
doing the comics.
Radical, counter-cultural attack on
the entertainment corporation and its
influence on American culture or an
obsessive, ridiculous attack under the
auspices of fair-use parody that
managed to set back genuine, far
more important parody work by
decades? Well, the jury is still out on
that one.

Demon Lord Dante (Maō Dante)

By Go Nagai
Publisher - Originally published in
Bokura Magazine, Kondansha (Japan)
One of major names in Manga, Go
Nagai’s a pioneer of the Super Robot
and Magical Girl Warrior genres, not
to mention his horror works, of which
Devilman is his greatest and bestknow. But don't overlook Demon
Lord Dante, in so many ways the
precursor to Devilman, just more
violent, more out there, more Nagai.
Taking inspiration from Gustave
Dore's illustrations to Dante’s Divine
Comedy, the manga is all about the
violent conflict between God and
devils and those caught in between,
with Nagai deliberately subverting the
ideas of good and evil, with the God
here being a monstrous thing and the
demons being those fighting on the
side of good.
Unfinished after its initial
serialisation, Nagai returned to
Demon Lord Dante to reboot it and
complete it in 2002.
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Shiroi Heya No Futari (Our
White Room or Couple of the
White Room)

The Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers

By Gilbert Shelton, abetted by Dave Sheridan and Paul Mavrides
Publisher - Rip Off Press (USA)
Who would have ever thought that a
comic all about three ridiculous
stoners (and one large cat) could have
been this wonderfully successful?
Well, Gilbert Shelton's Fabulous
Furry Freak Brothers managed to do
just that, creating a counter-cultural
phenomenon that moved out from the
underground and into the mainstream,
as millions of readers, whether
partaking themselves or not, enjoyed
those adventures of Freewheelin'
Frankin Freek, Phineas T. Phreak, and
Fat Freddy Freekowtski in their neverending quest to get high.
It's all thanks to the brilliance of
Shelton, one of the legends of the
whole US underground comix
movement. The Brothers had already
featured around the underground
newspapers before finally getting their
own comic from Shelton's own
publisher, Rip Off Press. That first
small collection of their drugged-out
escapades, The Collected Adventures
of the Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers,
set the tone and established the
success, selling something like half a
million copies in the first three years
(with 10 reprints in those years). Over
the years, the comics have never gone
out of print, with collections,

worldwide publication, and sales
upwards of 40 million copies - pretty
impressive for an underachieving
bunch of hippy stoners (and Fat
Freddy's cat) just looking to get high as
often as they can.
The tripped-out trio’s adventures all
revolved around getting the next
score, getting high, and avoiding the
cops, particularly their least-favourite
inept DEA agent, Norbert the Nark.
But along the way Shelton, later joined
on art by Sheridan and Mavrides,
weaves in all sorts of social and societal
issues, environmentalism, political
protest, corruption and incompetence
in authority, skewering both the
establishment looking to kill the buzz
and the counter culture movement
itself… but above all else, it’s a
ridiculous and funny farce of a comic.
Sure, the early stories are rough, the
reproduction could be a damn sight
better, but the idea’s just so good. And
when Shelton works with either
Sheridan or Mavrides, it’s simply
excellent, never more so that with The
Idiots Abroad, a fantastical farce
following the idiocy overseas,
something The Comics Journal put at
#44 in its 100 Greatest Comics of the
Century.

By Ryoko Yamagishi
Publisher - Originally published in
Ribon Comic. Shueisha (Japan)
Ryoko Yamagishi invented the girl-girl
relationship genre in Manga, more
commonly known as Yuri, with this simple
standalone tale, a classic of Manga.
It’s a familiar tale, with all those Romeo
and Juliet tragi-romance vibes, and if you
didn’t realise by the set-up, Yamagishi
rather hammers the point home when the
two leads in the comic are also the leads in
a school performance of the play. There’s so
many familiar story tropes in here as well,
with the innocent orphaned child, Resine,
attending a French boarding school,
meeting her rebellious roommate, Simone,
and sparks flying between the two clashing
personalities. No surprises for guessing that
those sparks turn, eventually, into
something more romantic. You've seen it so
many times, you know just where this is
going, but it's played so sweetly, complete
with the classicism of Yamagishi's artowrk,
all old school shoujo gorgeous.
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The Avengers - The Kree-Skrull War

Countdown

Written by Roy Thomas, art by Sal Buscema, Neal Adams, John Buscema,
inks by Sam Grainger, George Roussos, Tom Palmer,
Serialised in Avengers #89 - #97
Publisher - Marvel Comics (USA)

Various creators, edited by Dennis Hooper
Publisher - Polystyle Publications (UK)

Back in the days when you could get an
epic storyline in just one comic, without
the crossover madness that overtook
Marvel, the Kree-Skull War was a cosmic
epic told in just nine parts, with Earth’s
Greatest Heroes caught up in the conflict
between two massive galactic empires. This
was a monumental shift for Marvel, who'd
previously limited multi-part storylines to a
few chapters at most.
It's justifiably seen as one of the highpoints of superhero tales in the 70s, and this
one had so much going on; two races at
war, alien spies infiltrating Earth,
government hearings into superhero
activity, and a huge cast of characters... The
Kree, the Skrulls, Captain Marvel, Ronan
the Accuser, the Super-Skrull, The
Fantastic Four, the beginning of the whole
Scarlet Witch & Vision romance, Rick
Jones, The Inhumans, S.H.I.E.L.D., and so
many Avengers. There's even the
reappearance of the three Skrull cows.
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It's not too hard to see where Thomas
was getting his ideas from either, the epic
sci-fi acting as a Cold War allegory, with the
Kree and shape-changing Skrulls as the
superpowers and humanity as the
backwards little civilisation caught up in the
chaos, then add in the paranoia felt in
America about Communist infiltration, and
even the McCarthy era hearings – it all
added to the sense of this being something
vast and ambitious in its scale.
Thomas really goes for the epic from the
off, running multiple storylines to establish
the sheer scale of what the threat is this
time, with The Avengers only really
assembling to take part in the whole
galactic conflict part of things in the final
chapters. And the art is sublime, with
Adams' contributions just incredible
examples of his dynamism and realism.

Countdown might be remembered
best for its gimmick, having the pages
numbered in reverse order, counting
down to the end. But it was also a
great magazine, printed on highquality paper and full of comic strips
for fans of both Gerry Anderson's
Supermarionation series and Doctor
Who, as well as having non-fiction
space articles that never talked down
to their audience.
It all basically came from TV
Century 21, the weekly comic
publishing all things Gerry Anderson.
Editor Dennis Hooper had worked at
TV Century 21, which lost the rights
to the Anderson material at the end of
the '60s, and it was an easy thing to
acquire the licenses to publish new
material as well as reprint the TV
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Century 21 comics, all with
Anderson's blessing.
So Countdown debuted with an
all-new UFO strip for Anderson's new
show of the time, with art from Jon
Davis and Gerry Haylock, plus a
rotating series of reprints of Captain
Scarlet, Thunderbirds, Joe 90, Lady
Penelope, Fireball XL5, and Stingray,
with art from John Cooper, Don
Harley, Jon Davis, and Michael
Strand.
Alongside the Anderson material
they also acquired the rights to
Doctor Who, then played by Jon
Pertwee, for a new comic by Dennis
Hooper and Harry Lindfield. Finally,
there was the original Countdown
serial by Dennis Hopper and John
Burns, where a group of fighters
stood against the dictatorship of
Earth.
After these 58 issues, countdown
reached its end, relaunching as the
cheaper TV Action, losing the
connection to space and, instead,
concentrating on popular TV shows.

Jack Kirby's Fourth World

The New Gods #1-11. Mister Miracle #1-18
The Forever People #1-11. Superman's Pal, Jimmy Olsen #133-139 & 141-148
By Jack Kirby, inks by Mike Royer
Publisher - DC Comics (USA)
Jack Kirby was never one for the smallscale. So when he switched from Marvel to
DC, it was a huge deal, with DC launching
his 'Fourth World' with four new titles;
Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen, The Forever
People, The New Gods, and Mister Miracle.
(And yes, Jimmy Olsen launched in 1970,
but the actual pulling it all together, the
whole Fourth World thing, that happened
in 1971.)
Writing and drawing all four titles, Kirby
showed, once again, how his creativity was
just a white hot thing, introducing
characters and concepts that would come
to define so much of DC Comics in the
years to come.
His Fourth World was an truly epic
thing, the supreme battle between good

and evil, all contained in the fight between
the alien worlds of New Genesis and
Apokolips. It's world-building on a
supreme scale, what would have been
decades of storylines today were
condensed into less than a couple of years’
worth of storylines, pure, unadulterated
Kirby, perhaps it could be said his last
hurrah.
But look at what he created; Darkseid,
the evil lord of Apokolips, the whole antilife equation thing, the whole New Gods
thing of Orion, the Highfather et al, Mister
Miracle, Big Barda, it was creativity
unbound, it was superb, it was amazing, it
was Kirby.

It all basically came from TV Century 21, the weekly comic
publishing all things Gerry Anderson. Editor Dennis Hooper
had worked at TV Century 21...
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Jet - featuring Ken Reid's Faceache

Look In

Faceache by Ken Reid
Publisher - IPC Magazines (UK)

Various creators, edited by Alan Fennell
Publisher - Independent Television
Publications (UK) / IPC (UK)

Jet's one of the many short-lived comics
of this time, a mix of humour and
adventure strips that managed less than half
a year's worth of issues before merging into
Buster after 22 weekly issues. But it’s also
the place we first discovered Faceache, one
of the greatest humour strips there’s ever
been, debuting in Jet #1 and continuing
right up until Reid’s death in 1987. Whilst
Jet was mostly forgotten by the end of 1971,
Ken Reid's Faceache lives on as one of the
greatest works from a genius of British
comics.
Sure, there were other interesting and
enjoyable strips, such as Von Hoffman's
Invasion, with art from Eric Bradbury, and
the very Bash Street Kids-a-like The Kids of
Stalag 41 by Mike Lacey doing his very best
Baxendale. But everything else inside Jet
just felt bland, the same old thing trotted
out again, the standard football, war,
adventure, humour strips.
But then there was Faceache, a stand-out
strip from one of the true greats of British
humour comics, creator of Roger the
Dodger, Jonah, Frankie Stein, The Nervs,
Dare-a-Day Davy. Reid was one man who
could, alongside Leo Baxendale, rightly be
called a British comics genius.
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It was a beautifully simple idea… that
Faceache (the brilliantly named Ricky
Rubberneck) was the boy with the
bendable bonce or the malleable mush,
able to ‘scrunge’ face and body into all
manner of funny and, let’s be honest,
ridiculously terrifying shapes.
Reid was simply a genius, his artwork
was so precise, so rich, and so full of energy.
Faceache just had this enormous kinetic
energy flowing through each page, with a
ridiculous, a near-nightmarish look to
Faceache himself. Initially pretty restrained,
there’s a joy in seeing Reid’s invention and
comedic madness go wild as the strip went
on, delighting in having Faceache pull facial
contortions that could amaze and terrify
the reader (and should have put the
characters of the comic into a psychiatric
ward.)
Simply put, it’s a work of genius by a true
British comics genius, one of the greatest of
all British comedy strips.
The complete Jet strips and his Buster
strips are, thankfully, readily available in
Faceache Vol. 01: The First 100 Scrunges,
published by Rebellion’s Treasury of British
Comics.

Strange to think that a TV listings
magazine for kids would be
responsible for some of the best
looking artwork seen in 70s Brit
comics, all in a series of TV-related
comic strips, but that's just what
Look-In did.
Published for 23 years from 19711994, it was created by ITV to be a
magazine covering the TV listings for
a younger market. Founding editor
Alan Fennell was already an
established comics editor and the
man who'd made TV Century 21 so
popular. And it was a perfect choice,
as Fennell created a hugely successful
magazine, covering TV, sports, and
pop music – but it was those
wonderful comic strips of ITV TV
shows that were undoubtedly the
main draw. He didn't do it alone
though, as Fennell brought much of
his creative team from TV Century 21
along, including lead writer Angus
Allan who, remarkably, managed to
write practically every single one of
the comic strips in the early years.
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And what strips they were, making
use of some of the finest British artists
of the period, many of them working
in colour and taking advantage of the
higher quality paper stock of the
magazine, all behind some beautifully
painted covers, primarily from Italian
artist Arnaldo Putzu, but also from
other Look-In artists, including the
great Arthur Ranson.
Inside, you had comic strips of all
the most popular ITV TV shows,
some iconic, others that you, like me,
will be scratching your heads about.
The likes of The Six Million Dollar
Man, The Bionic Woman, The
Tomorrow People, Sapphire and
Steel, Kung Fu, The Adventures of
Black Beauty, Space: 1999, Man From
Atlantis, Logan's Run, Battlestar
Galactica, Charlie's Angels, Doctor At
Large, Just William, The Smurfs,
Danger Mouse, The Famous Five,
Worzel Gummidge, and many more.
As for the artists involved, well
there were just so many incredible
talents working on these strips,
elevating the whole thing way beyond
just the simple TV comic adaptations
- Mike Noble, Arthur Ranson,
Graham Allen, John M Burns, Martin
Asbury, Harry North, Colin Wyatt,
John Bolton, Jim Baikie, Phil
Gascoine, Barry Mitchell, Bill
Titcombe, Ian Gibson, Brian Lewis,
Jorge Badia – a who’s who of great
artists and all doing beautiful work.

Valerian & Laureline Volume 2:
The Empire Of A Thousand Planets
Written by Pierre Christin, art by Jean-Claude Mézières
Publisher - Originally published in Pilote magazine
Darguad (France/Belgium)
Introduced in 1967, Valerian & Laureline
is a hugely influential piece of sci-fi, with
Christin and Mézières epic space opera
adventure essentially serving as a template
for so much of what came later... you know,
a long time ago in a galaxy far, far away.
Empire of a Thousand Planets is where
the space opera really takes off, with
Valerian and Laureline’s first mission in the
stars allowing Christin and Mézières to let
loose in magnificent fashion, with the
greatest agents of the Terran Empire’s 28th
Century Spatio-Temporal Service on a
mission to explore the planet Syrte, capital
of a system of 1000 worlds, in order to
identify any possible threat to Earth.
What they find instead is an all-powerful
Empire ruling over a destitute and ruined
population. Factories, universities and
laboratories have all shut down, space flight
is practically forgotten, and just a privileged
few live in the luxury of the Imperial Palace.
Valerian and Laureline quickly discover
that the cause of Syrte’s problems lie with
the mysterious masked quasi-religious
order of the Enlightened, a group who
arrived on Syrte just 100 years ago, but have
quickly established themselves as the

ruthless power behind the throne of an
innefectual and easily placated monarchy.
Valerian and Laureline go through
various adventures, until eventually they
ally themselves with Merchant’s Guild; a
small, underground group, disaffected and
rebellious, who are looking for the chance
to overthrow the Enlightened and free
Syrte. Valerian and Laureline, and their
space-time travelling ship prove to be just
the opportunity the Guild were looking for.
They’re soon off around the 1000 planets,
gathering other rebels in their fight against
the Enlightened, eventually leading to a
climactic battle on a far off planet where the
Enlightened have their base, part of a
shipwrecked spacecraft. So, that’s a Rebel
Alliance fighting against an Empire, with
the finale taking place on the Imperial
base… yes, you wouldn’t be the first to
suggest George Lucas may have read
Valerian and Laureline at some point.
It’s a volume full of great science-fiction
adventure-serial moments, the alien world
setting really seeming to energise the art,
with Mézières having a great time giving
vision to Christin’s ideas.
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FACTS

COMIC FACTS
First appearance
of Man Thing

1971 sees the first
appearance of
Mister Miracle

First appearance of
Granny Goodness
and Big Barda
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Marvel cancels
Epic Illustrated

The Fosdyke
Saga by Bill
Tidy makes
its debut

First issue
of UK Comic
Knockout
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1971

Interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1971

First appearance of Talia al Ghul
in Detective 411

First
e of
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32
Batman 2

First appearance
of Swamp Thing in
House of Secrets 92

Jack Kirby New Gods
is published

Marcie
makes he
r
debut in
Peanuts

The end of TV
Century 21

First appearance of
Morbius, the Living
Vampire in Amazing
Spider-man Issue 101
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COMIC SCENE
1971
Year by Year guide of
the History of Comics
This book takes a
closer look at 1971
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